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An enormous challenge confronts developing Asia—the
developing member countries (DMCs) of the Asian
Development Bank (ADB). While the region as a whole
has experienced a dramatic economic transformation in
the last 30 years, the benefits of Asia’s transformation
and dynamism have eluded significant portions of its
population. Obtaining precise estimates of the magnitude
of poverty is neither easy nor uncontroversial, as this
theme chapter explains. Nevertheless, reasonable methods
and approaches to measurement indicate that the
magnitude of poverty in the region is staggering. For
example, in terms of the most common international
definition of people in extreme poverty—those who live
on less than $1 a day1—the estimates of this chapter
reveal that almost 690 million Asians were poor in
2002. Using a more “generous” poverty threshold of $2
a day, 1.9 billion Asians were poor that year.

The existence of widespread extreme poverty makes
its removal the region’s greatest development challenge,
and reliable estimates of poverty have an important role
to play in meeting this challenge for several reasons.
First, poverty estimates are a vital input in the design,
implementation, and monitoring of antipoverty policies.
Governments and development agencies routinely make
use of estimates of the number and proportion of poor
in their countries and monitor such figures over time.
Among other things, analysts and development
practitioners are interested in examining poverty profiles
by region or socioeconomic group based on attributes
such as landholding size, occupation, and social and
demographic features. The development of such profiles
is important for identifying target groups for poverty
reduction programs and for analyzing the impact of
various programs on different groups of people.
Allocation of resources to different regions within a
country and to various poverty reduction programs
crucially depends on such impact analysis. Second,
estimates of poverty also serve as a catalyst for action.
As noted by experts in the field, credible poverty
estimates can be a powerful instrument for focusing the
attention of policy makers, domestically as well as
internationally, on the conditions of the poor.

The starting point and a major focus of this chapter
is therefore the measurement of poverty—covering not
only the important conceptual issues involved in
measurement but also the practices that underlie poverty

measurement in Asia. While poverty can be
conceptualized in various ways, this chapter deals
exclusively with the monetary (or material) approach to
poverty. This approach identifies the poor in terms of
households’ deprivation in income or consumption
expenditure relative to a particular standard, or poverty
line.2 Simply put, measuring poverty then becomes
contingent on carrying out surveys that provide
information on households’ income or consumption
expenditure and examining that in the context of a
poverty line. A key contribution of this chapter is to
cover in some detail the various issues that arise in
measuring poverty accurately and consistently.

This chapter goes beyond measurement issues,
however. It takes stock of what the available data reveal
about poverty in Asia. In addition to covering poverty
trends within the region, it explores the connections
between poverty, growth, and distribution. The diverse
experiences of Asian countries hold important lessons
for policy makers, especially in those DMCs in South
Asia where poverty remains both widespread and
immense in magnitude. Finally, this chapter discusses
Asia’s prospects for reducing poverty. In particular, it
asks what the prospects are for meeting the first target
of the first Millennium Development Goal (MDG) of
halving, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of
people living on less than $1 a day.3 On the assumption
that current rates of economic growth continue in most
DMCs, but decline to more sustainable levels in the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the Central Asian
republics, and distributions remain similar to those
experienced in recent years, the answer to the question
is a positive one. Indeed, some DMCs, particularly in
Southeast Asia, have already achieved the target while
other populous DMCs are well on their way. Even
allowing growth to be lower by 1 percentage point a
year does not change this outcome. However, it can be
argued that meeting the MDG target is easy because of
the way that the target has been defined. In particular,
the definition of poverty used is extreme poverty, which
is arguably too miserly. Raising the poverty line to one
that is more typical of that found in low-middle-income
countries sees Asia’s performance as less stellar under
the same scenarios for growth and distribution. Not only
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do Asia’s prospects of halving the proportion of people
living on less than $2 a day become far less certain, but
well over 1 billion Asians will continue to live in
poverty in 2015 under the scenarios considered here.
From this perspective, Asia’s most important challenge
will continue to be poverty reduction for quite some
time to come.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows.
Sections 2 and 3 focus on measurement issues: after
describing briefly the basics of poverty measurement,
Section 2 covers the theory and practice of setting
poverty lines, while Section 3 describes issues relating
to the household surveys that are used in conjunction
with poverty lines to arrive at estimates of poverty.
After this discussion the chapter moves on to an
examination and analysis of poverty estimates in the
region. Section 4 provides estimates of poverty based on
both national and international poverty lines and discusses
recent trends in poverty. It also provides an assessment
of the relationship between poverty, growth, and
distribution. This assessment provides a starting point
for exploring Asia’s prospects for reducing poverty,
discussed in more detail in Section 5. Section 6 then
presents some concluding remarks.
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Poverty is multidimensional in nature. As a result, there
are different conceptualizations of poverty. In this theme
chapter, the focus is exclusively on the monetary approach
to poverty (Box 1 provides a brief description of other
important and relevant conceptualizations of poverty).
One of the simplest and most commonly used measures
of the extent of monetary poverty is the proportion of
poor in a given population. This measure is often referred
to as the poverty incidence or the headcount ratio (HCR),
or even the poverty ratio or poverty rate. In discussing
measurement-related issues, it is useful to focus on this
approach. Other concepts pertinent to the monetary
approach to poverty, including the depth and severity of
poverty and measures of inequality, are described in
Box 2.

There are two basic ingredients in measuring poverty.
The first is a poverty line that refers to a benchmark
level of consumption (or income) that enables a person
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to attain a threshold standard of living. A person whose
consumption is below this benchmark level does not
attain the threshold standard of living and is thereby
defined as poor. The poverty line is said to be absolute,
as opposed to relative, when the threshold standard of
living is held fixed both over time and space. Given that
absolute poverty lines, and the poverty measures derived
from these, are widely believed to be the appropriate
bases on which to inform antipoverty policies in
developing countries, the discussion focuses on these.
Box 3 describes an early attempt—made more than a
century ago—to set a poverty line and analyze the
poverty problem in India.

The second ingredient in measuring poverty is a
survey that collects data on income and/or consumption
levels from a sample of households representative of a
given population.4 The choice of income or consumption
as an indicator of household welfare is often determined

by the availability of data. Where choice is available,
researchers have normally preferred consumption to
income on the grounds that the former is a better indicator
of permanent income and standard of living of people
due to consumption smoothing through savings and
insurance opportunities. It has also been argued that it is
easier to collect information from respondents on
consumption than on income.5 Once a poverty line has
been set and survey data are available, it is a simple
matter to determine how many households or people are
poor.

Unfortunately, the setting of poverty lines always
involves some elements of subjective methodological
choice. The poverty line refers to a minimum level of
living necessary for physical and social development of
a person. A minimum level of living defined in monetary
terms comprises both food and nonfood components of
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consumption. An objective approach could, in principle,
be adopted for computing minimum food expenditure,
the dominant component in the total consumption bundle
of the poor. However, nonfood expenditure is clearly
affected by social needs and the minimum on this count
obviously differs from one society (or region) to another.
As discussed in Section 2.2 below, it is difficult to
consider even the physical component of minimum needs
entirely on an objective basis. Despite such problems,
recent literature has grown sufficiently to define the
absolute poverty line on a reasonably, though not
completely, objective basis.

Once the poverty line is defined, data are required
on size distribution of income or consumption to compute
the number and proportion of the population below the
poverty line. Household income or consumption
expenditure surveys are the principal source of such
data. Fortunately, several DMCs have a long history of
conducting household income or consumption surveys
to monitor the standard of living of lower income groups.
It is useful at this stage to give a typical example of the
distribution data obtained from a survey and to show
how the poverty ratio is calculated.

Such an example is given in Table 1 from Indian
survey data. Households are classified by various monthly
per capita consumption expenditure (MPCE) classes in
the first column and percentage distribution of people
corresponding to the MPCE classes in the second column.
Suppose the poverty line is given as an MPCE of Rs325,
then all the persons in the first three MPCE classes are
poor. In addition, a fraction of the population in the
MPCE class 300–340 is also poor. Assuming a uniform
distribution within this class, this fraction could be
approximated as 6.25%. The proportion of poor is then
estimated as 26.55%.

While most DMCs have a fairly good statistical
infrastructure in place for estimating the proportion of
poor, attention has shifted in recent years to comparisons
of such estimates across regions or over time. The
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concept of a minimum level of living has some elements
of society-specific subjectivity and hence comparisons
of poverty estimates across regions have become difficult
in the absence of a common yardstick. Adopting such a
yardstick helps in making consistent comparisons of
poverty but inevitably sacrifices, in part, the dimension
of specificity. This gives rise to a trade-off between the
principles of consistency and of specificity in setting
poverty lines (discussed further in Section 2.3).

Some poverty analysts are also raising concerns
about the ability of survey data to capture accurately
incomes or consumption expenditure, as the case may
be. Clearly, the reliability of poverty estimates depends
crucially on how accurately the surveys are capturing
income or expenditure, especially among the poor. In a
number of developing (and industrial) countries, survey-
based estimates of mean income or expenditure have
generally been found to be lower than the corresponding
estimates from national accounts statistics (NAS). Some
researchers have argued that, on balance, the discrepancy
has to do with deficiencies in the survey data, which lead
to systematic underreporting of income or expenditure
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across households. These researchers have estimated
poverty by combining the distribution of income or
expenditure from survey data, but using mean income or
expenditure data from the NAS.6 Some other researchers,
however, believe that there is no valid reason to prefer
NAS data to survey data.

These issues are discussed in detail in the rest of
Section 2 and in Section 3. Section 2.2 describes the
alternative methods of setting poverty lines, while Section
2.3 discusses the issues of comparability of poverty lines
over time and space, an issue that has generated much
debate in recent years. Section 2.4 then briefly describes
the actual practices adopted by selected DMCs in setting
poverty lines.7 Section 3 then analyzes issues related to
survey data. For ease in presentation, some of the issues
are first explained with a typical example from a DMC
and then variations arising from the typical case are
discussed.

��� �������������������������������

As part of their efforts to analyze poverty, most
developing countries establish country-specific poverty
lines. Such country-specific poverty lines, henceforth
referred to as national poverty lines, are based on country-
specific methods, and provide internationally
noncomparable information on poverty, including its
incidence, depth, and severity. In order to measure
poverty across countries on a comparable basis and to
provide an estimate of the poverty headcount at
supranational levels, researchers at the World Bank
developed the standard $1-a-day poverty line.8 This
poverty line, often referred to as an “international poverty
line,” was chosen as being representative of national
poverty lines (not necessarily “official,” as many of the
national poverty lines were estimates from independent
researchers) found among low-income countries.

There are different methods of setting a poverty
line. The extent of poverty in a society obviously depends
on the poverty line used. Different countries have
followed a variant of one or more of three broad methods
discussed below—the social consensus method, the energy
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intake method, and the cost of basic needs method.
Details on international poverty lines can be found in
Box 4.
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The simplest way to determine a poverty line is to agree
upon a particular income level as necessary to meet the
basic essentials of life. The poverty lines in such cases
may be deemed to represent just a social consensus on a
desirable minimum level of living for all persons in the
society. Unlike the energy intake method and the cost of
basic needs method, this method is not founded on any
normative consideration, but may be viewed as based on
a perceived notion of the minimum desirable level,
contingent upon the overall level of development of
society or affordability of the government to transfer
funds to the poor. Rural poverty standards in the PRC
were, for example, set in the mid-1980s, and were in the
range of CNY150–300 (in 1985 prices) of net per capita
income per year in different counties, depending on
their level of development and other special
considerations. There have also been instances where a
certain percentage of the bottom-most population is
selected as poor for policy action. The Philippines, for
example, focused on the bottom three deciles of the
population for poverty assistance during the mid-1980s.

Such poverty lines were meant for relief measures
and Hussain et al. (2002) terms them “benefit lines” that
serve to identify potential recipients of social assistance
at a given time and to determine the magnitude of
assistance. Normative poverty lines, as they are normally
understood now and as discussed in the following two
subsections, are not constrained by availability of
assistance, though these may not be independent of the
prevalent living standard in a society. While these poverty
lines were no doubt set as a “rule of thumb” based on a
broad consensus among policy makers, they served to
focus on policies for improving the standard of living of
the low-income groups identified by the adopted criteria.
However, comparing poverty across regions and
monitoring progress on poverty reduction over time by
this method became difficult since the underlying living
standard was not kept fixed for comparison (a point
further discussed in Section 2.3).
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This method attempts to provide a normative basis to the
derivation of poverty lines and relies on the relationship
between income or consumption expenditure and
nutritional intakes. The human body needs various types
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of nutrients, such as energy (calories),9 protein, fat,
vitamins, and minerals. Of these, calories are required
for carrying out various activities of life, including the
metabolic activities of a body at rest. The quantity of
food needed by the human body is normally determined
by the calorie needs, while other nutrients enrich the
quality of food and make the diet a balanced one.

An empirically observed fact is that when household
per capita income (or consumption expenditure)
increases, the average per capita energy intake rises and
tends to reach a plateau at a fairly high income level.
Table 2 and Figure 1 show the average calorie intake of
households for rural India in 1993/94 classified by per
capita expenditure levels.10 The energy intake method
of setting a poverty line exploits such a relationship and
defines the poverty line as that level of consumption
expenditure (or income) at which energy intake is just
sufficient to meet a given calorie requirement level (or
norm). Thus, a simple interpolation of the data in the
last two columns of Table 2 gives a poverty line of
Rs322 per capita per month, corresponding to a calorie

norm of 2,400 per capita per day.11 Several variations
of this method are found in practice. For example, a bit
of sophistication can be introduced by regressing per
capita calorie intake on per capita consumption
expenditure and inverting the estimated function to
determine the poverty line corresponding to the norm.
Bangladesh and Pakistan have, in fact, used the regression
method in a semilog form to obtain the official poverty
line.
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Once the poverty line is determined, the percentage
of people with income or expenditure below the poverty
line can then be estimated using distribution data as in
Table 1. This gives the HCR, which could be
supplemented, if needed, by other measures designed to
capture the depth and severity of poverty. Box 5 provides
technical details on these other measures.

The Calorie Norm. As seen in the above example, the
setting of the poverty line crucially depends on how the
calorie norm, such as 2,400 per capita per day as used
above, is determined. If a higher calorie norm was used,
the corresponding poverty line and extent of poverty too
would be higher—and vice versa. Nutritional experts
associated with several national or international
organizations have worked out the nutritional requirement
for maintenance of a healthy and active life under different
geographic and climatic conditions. The Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)/
World Health Organization (WHO) expert groups have
thus recommended the nutritional intakes for various
groups of countries. National-level organizations have
further refined them to suit individual country conditions.

The calorie requirement of a person depends on age,
sex, weight, height, activity level of the person, and
climate. The calorie intakes recommended by expert
groups are for a typical person belonging to a particular
age-sex-activity group. For instance, Table 3 shows the
dietary energy requirements recommended by the Indian
Council of Medical Research and Thailand’s Ministry of
Public Health. As can be seen from the table, a person’s
energy needs vary considerably across age-sex groups.
They also depend on the activity status of the labor force

as the Indian data show.12 Children obviously need
fewer calories, mostly due to lower body weight.13 The
energy requirements of an adolescent, on the other hand,
are more than those of an adult engaged in sedentary
activity. Males above age 10 require considerably more
calories than females of corresponding age groups.

Table 4 documents the calorie norms adopted by
various DMCs. The norms tend to range from 2,100 to
2,400 calories per capita per day. The Indian calorie
norm of 2,400 per capita per day for rural areas is
relatively high compared with those used by many other
countries. While the “moderate” work assumption has
presumably been followed in many countries, India has
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also taken into account activity status of the population.
WHO (1985) stresses that any assessment of observed
energy intake must be with respect to the specified level
of the physical activity. But given that there have been
very few studies on how to use in practice the
recommended activity-wise calorie levels for adult men
and women, more thought needs to be given before
accepting activity status assumptions in working out
average calorie norms.14

The recommended calorie levels refer to the observed
average among healthy and active people. Questions
have been raised about whether recommended dietary
allowances (RDAs) could at all be used to judge
nutritional adequacy of an individual. RDAs are meant
for the average daily amount of nutrients that population
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groups should consume over a period of time. As the
Committee on Dietary Allowances15 (1980) puts it:
“RDA should be applied to population groups rather
than to individuals….The basis for estimation of RDA
is such that, even if a specific individual habitually
consumes less than the recommended amounts of some
nutrients, his diet is not necessarily inadequate for those

nutrients. However, since the requirements of each
individual are not known, it is clear that the more
habitual intake falls below RDA and the longer the low
intake continues, the greater is the risk of deficiency”
(p.10).

Adaptation Process. The story on calorie norms,
however, does not end there. Some nutritionists
(Sukhatme 1978, Sukhatme and Morgan 1982) have
challenged the view that the requirement level of calories
(or other nutrients) of an individual is fixed; they argue
that it lies within a range. They point out that there is
considerable variation in calorie intake of individuals
from one day to another even when they are engaged in
similar work and maintain their body weight. Their
hypothesis is that energy is used with variable efficiency
by the body in order to regulate stress and maintain
energy balance. Since the calorie needs are controlled by
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an auto-regulatory “homeostasis” system,16 there are no
fixed energy needs for any period and the body adapts
energy need to energy intake within the homeostatic
range. Hence, they suggest that the lower limit of this
range, and not the average, should be used as the calorie
norm for calculating the poverty line. Based on available
evidence, Sukhatme has shown that the lower limit
could be two standard deviations lower than the average
and this can make a difference of about 25–30% to the
calorie norm.

WHO (1985) states that the observed positive
correlation between energy intake and “actual” energy
requirement could be “seen as either a regulation of
intake to satisfy energy need or an adjustment of
expenditure to match intake or a combination of both”
(p.165). Experts have questioned the assumption that
permanent adaptation at the lower range is possible
without any functional impairment.17 The WHO report
emphasizes the need to concentrate future research on
“the extent to which the body can adapt to different
levels of intake by a change in either basal metabolic
rate or in the efficiency of physical work” (p.172).

Since the debate on the above questions remains
inconclusive, some countries such as Bangladesh have
preferred to use two poverty lines, one corresponding to
the average calorie norm and one to the lower limit. The
somewhat detailed discussion on calorie norms above is
basically to draw attention to the fact that poverty line
calculations depend on several assumptions to suit local
needs, which must be kept in mind while comparing the
poverty lines for various DMCs.

Poverty Versus Undernourishment. The poverty line
refers to an income level that is just sufficient to meet
the average calorie norm (however defined). This does
not mean that calorie intakes of all poor people are
below the specified calorie norm and intakes of all
nonpoor people are above the norm. The increasing
relationship between calorie intake and consumption
expenditure depicted in Figure 1 holds good on average.
Per capita income or expenditure is a major determinant
of calorie intake, but there are also other factors such as
household composition, share of food expenditure,
location, and tastes that determine food consumption
and energy intake. Thus, while calorie intake is highly
correlated with income, it is not a perfect correlation.
The ranking of households by per capita income and per
capita calorie intake in a community are not identical.

In the method described above, households having a
per capita income less than the poverty line are identified
as poor. Most, but not all, of these households would
also be calorie deficient or undernourished in relation to
the norm. As Table 5 illustrates, while 57.6% of the
rural population in India were poor in 1977/78, only
45.3% were deficient with respect to the per capita
calorie norm. But the rest of those in the poor category,
12.3%, could meet their calorie needs due to better
household management and better priorities of
expenditure from the point of view of their calorie
intake. Conversely, some households remaining above
the poverty line would be calorie deficient if, for example,
they spent a smaller proportion of their income on
calorie-intensive food than the average proportion. Table
5 shows that while 42.4% of the total population were
nonpoor, 12.5% from the nonpoor category were calorie
deficient. In order to estimate the proportion of
undernourished people in society, households need to be
ranked by their per capita calorie intake and all those
who fall below the calorie norm considered. In other
words, the cut-off line is in terms of per capita income
for identifying the poor, and of per capita energy intake
for identifying the undernourished.
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This method of identification of undernourishment
when a household’s per capita calorie intake is less than
its per capita calorie requirement has also been called
the direct calorie intake method of identifying the poor;
it has been used in Bangladesh along with other methods.
As Kakwani (2003) notes, this method yielded the
“counterintuitive” result that the urban poverty ratio was
higher than the rural poverty ratio because two households
with the same calorie intake may have vastly different
standards of living.
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This method starts with the specification of a basket of
goods considered as the basic consumption needs of life.
It then quantifies the needs of an average person and
estimates the cost of the basic needs basket at prices
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prevailing in various localities or in different time periods.
This cost provides a basis for determining the poverty
line. This is the approach adopted by pioneers like
Naoroji (1901) for India and Rowntree (1901) for York
in the United Kingdom more than a century ago, and by
several studies for different DMCs in recent years.

An important point is that, even though the basic
needs basket thus represents the normative minimum
essentials of life for a given community, poverty is not
measured by comparing the cost of the basket, item by
item. In other words, a person is not called poor if he
or she consumes less milk or meat than the stipulated
minimum. Rather, poverty is measured by comparing
actual income (or total expenditure) with the cost of the
basket as a whole and a person is called poor if his or
her income is not high enough to afford the cost of the
basket.

There are two broad steps in this method: evaluating
the cost of the food component and the cost of the
nonfood component.

Food Poverty Line. While the approach in the cost of
basic needs method is to spell out a basket of basic
needs, the normative consideration is often confined to
food needs.18 These could be specified objectively on
the basis of nutritional considerations, while the needs
are more subjective for other items. One major difference
between the energy intake method and cost of basic
needs method is that the former considers only energy
needs while the latter could potentially consider all
major nutrients, such as energy, protein, fat, vitamins,
and minerals, that are considered essential for a healthy
and active life. A nutritionally adequate food basket
from the point of view of all of these nutrients might
include food items such as cereals, milk, meat, edible
oil, sugar, vegetables, and fruits. The desirable quantities
of consumption of these items have been worked out by
nutritionists for most countries or regions such that they
satisfy the various conditions relating to nutrition, food
habits, and climate. For example, a basket suggested by
FAO (1973) for Southeast Asia is given in Table 6.
Variations on such baskets have been worked out to
better suit national or provincial specificities. In some
cases, the food baskets have been stipulated in terms of
locally preferred food menus, as in the Philippines. The
cost of the food basket is then estimated using prevailing
market prices to arrive at the minimum expenditure
level that permits consumption of the stipulated food
basket. This expenditure level is often referred to as the
food poverty line.

Nonfood Expenditure. To take into account nonfood
items of consumption, the cost of the basket is normally
inflated by a factor to obtain total consumption
expenditure. This factor is usually obtained by looking
at the relationship between total consumption expenditure
and food expenditure. One simple way of considering
nonfood items is to calculate the share of food in total
expenditure by households around an approximate
(expected) poverty line and to divide the food poverty
line by this share to obtain the poverty line. Another
variation that avoids the initial approximation of the
poverty line is to look at the relationship between food
expenditure and total expenditure and to set the poverty
line at that level of total expenditure where consumers’
actual food expenditure equals the normatively required
food expenditure, namely the estimated food poverty
line. The total consumption expenditure so obtained is
then considered to be the poverty line. The difference
between the poverty line so derived and the food poverty
line is the allowance made for nonfood expenditure in
either variant.

The poverty line derived in this way represents the
minimum income or expenditure level necessary to meet
the basic needs of life. There are merits and demerits in
this approach. Taking up merits first, the most attractive
feature is the reasonably objective basis provided for
determination of food needs on the basis of nutritional
science. Second, consumers who just meet their food
needs would normally not have luxury items of
consumption. Hence, actual average consumption of
nonfood items of such consumers may be considered as
essential nonfood needs. In this sense, a consumption
basket that just satisfies the nutritional needs has the
advantage of being considered as providing the “bare
necessities” of life in respect of all items of consumption.
Third, as prices change, the expenditure required to
purchase the consumption basket of the poor could be
recalculated using the new prices, since the consumption
basket is known.
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How should the poverty line be set to address issues
in comparison? There are two practical issues that have
attracted attention in the context of poverty
comparisons:20

• Consistency: Poverty comparison across regions or
over time should be consistent in the sense that the
poverty lines used to create a poverty profile should
represent the same welfare level (or fixed real value
of income or expenditure). Ravallion (1998) says:
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There are, however, limitations to these merits. The
first is that the basis for determining the food consumption
is not as scientific as one would like. The RDAs have not
been established for all of the essential nutrients, and all
nutrients contained in several foods are unknown
(Committee on Dietary Allowances, 1980, p.11).
Nutritional norms of people are not precise estimates
(for reasons discussed in Section 2.2.2). With so many
nutritional constraints, it is impossible to meet all the
recommended nutrients at exactly the standards set by
experts. Intake of some nutrients would exceed the
standard when the diet just meets—or even fails to
meet—the standard for some other nutrients. For
example, the diet might contain excess protein in order
to meet some micronutrients that are in low
concentrations in the normal food of the locality. Among
all the feasible food baskets that satisfy nutritional needs,
the one with the minimum cost is chosen through a
formal or informal19 “linear programming” optimization
exercise. Moreover, a nutritionally adequate diet basket
is obtained from various possible alternative consumption
baskets, since the consumer takes into account (wittingly
or unwittingly) not just nutritional satisfaction but also
factors such as palatability, food habits, and social
customs. These other factors generally involve
specification of subjective upper or lower bounds on
consumption of various items, keeping in mind the
consumer’s food preferences. Thus there is nothing
sacrosanct about the exact quantities stipulated in the
food basket.

The second limitation is that consumption levels of
nonfood items considered in this method of setting
poverty lines are behavioral rather than normative. As
seen in the following section, behavioral or specificity
considerations might lead to problems in comparability
across poverty profiles. Third, the prices relevant for
computing the cost of the food basket should be the
average prices that are actually faced by the people
around the poverty line. Given that prices actually differ
across locations, seasons, and product varieties, it is not
easy to obtain reasonable average prices relevant for the
poor from general price data compiled in most countries.
Additional complications arise when poor groups, such
as marginal farmers, meet part of their consumption
needs from own production; retail prices need to be
adjusted for the trade and transport margins for such
consumption.

Lastly, the actual consumption pattern of people at
the poverty line might differ substantially from the
recommended food basket. Consumers in practice

consume more of some goods and fewer of others than
those specified by nutritionists. The poor thus would not
be identified as those who suffer from deprivation of
basic needs but as those who do not have the income
ability to meet the basic needs.
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Issues related to comparison of poverty across groups
and over time are important for judging whether the
extent of poverty in one group (or region) is greater than
in another group (or region) and for tracking changes in
poverty over the years. Box 6 discusses the issue of
pricing a given poverty line across different years and
regions while Box 7 discusses related issues associated
with international poverty lines. Here the focus is trained
on comparability issues as they apply to a “base” poverty
line.
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“two individuals with the same level of welfare
should be treated the same way.” If poverty lines
used to identify their poverty status are inconsistent,
one individual might be identified as poor and the
other as nonpoor even when they have the same
welfare level. Such a comparison would be
misleading, according to these criteria. Similarly, if
poverty lines do not represent a consistent welfare
level—a Pareto improvement situation where one
person gains in welfare and no one loses—then this
might lead to a rise in poverty, which is
counterintuitive.

• Specificity: A poverty profile is judged to be specific
if the underlying poverty lines take into account
specific characteristics of the groups or periods under
comparison. As discussed in Section 2.2, existing
social norms and local perceptions of bare minimums
are taken into account when the poverty line is
defined. For example, the minimum clothing needs
of a population depend on society’s cultural values
as well as climatic conditions. Incorporation of
region- or group-specific differences in tastes,
consumption patterns, or needs has been referred to
as “specificity.”

The performance of the two normative methods of
deriving poverty lines—the energy intake method and
the cost of basic needs method—with respect to the
above two features is now analyzed. Recall that the
energy intake method derives the poverty line as that
income or expenditure level where expected calorie
intake equals the calorie norm. If, for example, this
method is applied to rural and urban areas, the poverty
line of urban areas would normally turn out to be
higher, for two main reasons.21 First, the preferences of
urban consumers, being richer on average, are tilted in
favor of superior varieties of food, e.g., more rice or
wheat and less coarse cereal. The food basket of urban
consumers is also more diversified insofar as it contains
less cereal and more of other items, such as meat or
fruits. Hence, the calorie intensity per unit of food
expenditure among urban consumers is lower than among
rural consumers and so the income required to meet the
given calorie norm is higher (Figure 2). Second, the
budget share of food in urban areas is normally lower
than in rural areas (Figure 3) because of higher
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lastly, other basic food needs for social and economic
activities. Given this hierarchy of basic needs, he argues
that the upper bound would be the total consumption
expenditure where actual food expenditure equals the
food poverty line. Figure 4 shows the relationship
between food expenditure and total expenditure given
by the Engel curve OE. If OF is the food poverty line,
consumers spend OF amount on food at total expenditure
level OU, which gives the upper poverty line.

Now, consider those households whose total
consumption expenditure equals the food poverty line
given by OF on either axis in Figure 4. Their nonfood
expenditure is given by amount AB. Such households do
not meet their total food needs since they sacrifice some
basic food needs to meet their nonfood expenditure AB.
Hence, amount AB could be viewed as the minimum
required allowance for nonfood items. Adding up amount
AB to food poverty line OF produces the lower poverty
line OL advocated by Ravallion.

Examining various poverty lines constructed for
Bangladesh, Wodon (1997) found that the lower poverty
lines suggested by Ravallion in the cost of basic needs
method were more consistent for comparison, while the
upper poverty lines were more specific. He also noted
that the drawbacks of the energy intake method from a
consistency point of view could be severe.

expenditure on items such as housing and transport; this
raises the urban poverty line further when nonfood
items are included. This point also holds good for the
cost of basic needs method when the poverty lines are
derived separately for rural and urban areas.

Both the methods for deriving the poverty line thus
violate the consistency property across rural and urban
poverty lines. Such violation takes place because the
methods aim at satisfying the specificity feature. If the
stylized parameters of urban areas were indeed different
from those in rural areas, the specificity feature would
mean that these should be taken into account and the
corresponding poverty lines might be different in real
terms. But the consistency feature would require that
both rural and urban poverty lines be based on the same
level commanded over consumption in real terms and be
different only to the extent of price differences. Thus,
there could be a conflict between specificity and
consistency, and these two considerations might pull in
different directions.

It is useful in this context to draw attention to the
suggestion of Ravallion (1998) to specify a lower and an
upper bound for the nonfood component of the poverty
line. He assumes that the poor would attempt first to
meet survival food needs and, once these are satisfied,
would then attempt to meet basic nonfood needs and,
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The consistency requirement implies that standards
of living across regions are controlled for. Under such
conditions, Kakwani (2003) observes that differences in
food poverty lines across regions “should be entirely
because of regional price differences.” Two regions
with the same price vectors should have the same food
poverty lines. For consistency, he favors deriving a
national food basket as a weighted average of region-
specific baskets and then calculating the cost per unit of
calorie in different regions.

Three decades ago, Dandekar and Rath (1971)
estimated poverty lines separately for rural and urban
areas in India. They explicitly favored a higher poverty
line for urban areas on the grounds that urban households
have other “pressing” needs, such as housing. This
tradition has continued, explicitly or implicitly, to the
present in India and some other countries. Separate base
estimates of the poverty lines for rural and urban areas
by the energy intake method seem to violate the
consistency property and one should therefore be careful
in comparing rural poverty with urban poverty. But the
Indian price updating procedure mentioned later suggests
that comparison of rural (or urban) poverty across Indian
states and over time is welfare consistent in terms of
command over a given consumption basket.

In Indonesia, on the other hand, poverty lines are
based on different food and nonfood baskets, specified
separately for each province. Further, the baskets are
revised over time to take into consideration society’s
dynamics and changes in consumption patterns. For
example, only primary-level schooling expenditure was
included earlier in calculating the poverty line, but
junior high school expenditure was added later when
this level of schooling became compulsory. Critics have
thus argued that official poverty lines in Indonesia have
forfeited comparability over time as well as across
provinces.

In the Philippines, low-cost nutritionally adequate
food baskets are separately derived using prices that
vary between provinces and between rural and urban
areas. While the baskets satisfy the calorie norm of
2,000 per day, they differ from one another insofar as
they take into account regional preferences, cultures,
climates, and differences in the standard of living. The
food poverty line is then divided by the share of food in
consumption expenditure of households around the food
poverty line to account for consumption of nonfood
items. This adjustment is carried out at the province
level. The province-specific poverty lines are thus
rendered inconsistent in terms of command over
purchasing power, despite conformity to a common
nutritional standard.
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Do all these arguments mean that consideration of
specificity should be given up completely in poverty
line estimates? Should not the base poverty line be
revised at all? Should the urban poverty line have the
same real content as the rural poverty line? There is no
consensus in the literature on these important questions.
To some extent, the answers would depend on the uses
of the poverty line. As a matter of practice, several
countries have found it useful to calculate different
poverty lines for rural and urban areas, considering the
large variations in the consumption baskets. While this
is justified to keep the lines practically relevant, one
should be careful in drawing conclusions from any
comparison of rural versus urban poverty ratios because
of the consistency problem. Indeed, some authors might
advise readers to refrain from making such comparisons
unless the poverty lines are consistent.

What has been the practice of countries for
comparisons over time? In short, it has varied from
country to country. The underlying consumption
standards have been kept fixed in some countries such as
India for more than three decades, but not in others such
as Indonesia or the Philippines, though some of them
recognize the noncomparability aspect.

The definition of “basic needs” or “subsistence”
always had a sociocultural angle of the country or region
in classical literature. Even Adam Smith’s definition of
necessities includes items needed for not being “ashamed
in public.” And Pigou (1952) considered “apparatus of
sanitary convenience and safety where work is carried
on and so on” (p.759). He also added that “the minimum
can be advantageously set higher, the larger is the real
income per head of the community” (p.761). Similarly,
his approach to poverty lines talks of essentials of life
for a “healthy and decent life.” These statements are
made in obvious recognition that specificity matters.

The Expert Group in India formed in the late 1980s
that recommended use of a national standard for all
states in the country notes that one of the members
differed from the majority view and argued that the
standardization procedure ignores differences in normative
calorie requirements and consumption patterns across
states in “a country as large and diverse as India.” In his
opinion, “it is also a matter of interest to consider how
State X stands in relation to State Y in terms of their
respective poverty profiles defined on the basis of
standards appropriate to each.”
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Sen (1981) makes a persuasive argument that
comparison of deprivation of two communities could be
made in terms either of a common standard of minimum
needs or of their respective standards of minimum needs.
It is then possible to find that: (i) Community A is less
deprived than community B in terms of a common
standard; or (ii) Community A is more deprived than
community B in terms of their respective standards,
which are higher in A than in B. Sen asserts: “It is rather
pointless to dispute which of these two senses is the
‘correct’ one, since it is quite clear that both types of
questions are of interest. The important thing to note is
that, the two questions are quite distinct from each
other.” The two types of comparisons, using a common
standard or respective standards, have their own merits.

Some commentators also question whether the
consumption basket that is implicitly or explicitly used
to construct the poverty line in the base year should be
fixed on a long-term basis. Income level good enough to
command sufficient nutrients in the base year cannot be
expected to do so in subsequent years if changes in tastes
and preferences lead to substantial changes in consumption
patterns. Why should one then keep to only price updating
of the base poverty line if such lines in effect allow a
calorie intake 20–25% lower than the norm?22 If nutrient
satisfaction on a consistent basis is not deemed a good
basis for welfare comparison, why does one bother so
much to anchor the base poverty line to nutrients?
According to such commentators, much time and energy
would be saved if one could simply start with a socially
acceptable level of the poverty line without giving it a
normative connotation.

On the basis of the above discussion, it seems prudent
for future policy analysis to adopt multiple poverty lines
that satisfy, to the extent possible, consistency and
specificity separately. The consistency issue is relevant
for short- and medium-run comparisons for monitoring
and evaluation of poverty reduction policies or programs.
In the long run, the poverty line may need to be
recalculated taking into account a society’s changing
tastes and preferences. As new products develop and
society’s perception of the essential minimum changes,
the lines would lose relevance, in exactly the same
manner as price index numbers based on two- or three-
decade-old weights. It might be desirable to use poverty
lines with a fixed consumption basket for 10–15 years
and then construct poverty lines with a new base by
anchoring them to a new set of minimum needs. While
strict comparison of poverty may not be possible when
the base year changes, the new poverty lines would be
less irrelevant over time. Comparison is not the only

objective of poverty analysis and consistency is not the
only virtue. It is also important to have sound enough
estimation of current poverty incidence prevailing in a
country or region for determining the size of the poverty
reduction programs and for allocating resources to various
regions.

��# ������� ����� 	�����	����� ��
����	��������������� � $�
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This section describes some of the practices in setting
poverty lines in selected DMCs with large numbers of
poor.23 In many countries, it is common to have a
multiplicity of poverty lines. To the extent possible, and
where they exist, official poverty lines have been used.
It may be noted that more and more countries are
finding it essential to adopt an official poverty line with
a standardized methodology for poverty analysis. For
example, Pakistan notes in its Economic Survey
2003-04: “Pakistan did not have an official poverty line
until recently. In the absence of this various researchers
used their own methods to arrive at different poverty
lines to measure the incidence of poverty. Accordingly,
a large number of estimates were available which made
analysis difficult” (Government of Pakistan 2004, p.41).

Table 7 provides a snapshot of the poverty lines in
selected DMCs, including the local currency value of the
poverty line in a recent year and the reference period to
which the poverty line refers.

Bangladesh. Three methods of deriving a poverty line
have been used by official and nonofficial agencies in
Bangladesh (Ahmed 2003). The early official poverty
estimates in Bangladesh used the direct calorie intake
method to estimate the poverty line since 1983/84. This
defines poor households as those that do not meet the
prescribed per capita energy intake of 2,122 calories per
day. A household falling below a lower limit of 1,805
calories per capita per day is considered “hard core
poor.” The advocates of the direct calorie intake method
argue that this method results in consistency in terms of
the same nutrient intake. But since the method directly
considers the calorie intake of households and not their
income ability to afford the calorie norm, it deals with
undernourishment rather than income poverty as such.
Responding to this criticism, official estimates have
adopted the energy intake method and cost of basic
needs method as well.
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While the energy intake method has been applied to
data from the Poverty Monitoring Survey, the cost of
basic needs method has been used for estimating poverty
on the basis of household income and expenditure
surveys. The food poverty line in the cost of basic needs
method is based on a food basket comprising 11 items:
rice, wheat, pulses, milk, sugar, edible oil, meat, fish,
potatoes, other vegetables, and fruits. It meets the calorie
norm of 2,122 per capita per day. The food basket is
valued using implicit prices derived from value and
quantity information in household income and expenditure
surveys for 14 different regions of the country. Such
unit prices are affected by the quality of goods consumed
since richer households buy higher-quality goods than
their poorer counterparts. Hence, to control for quality
differences, unit prices are regressed on a set of variables
that include total consumption as well as occupation and
education of the household head.

The nonfood poverty line is determined separately
from the food poverty line on the basis of consumption
expenditure data for each region using Ravallion’s
suggestion on lower and upper lines (discussed in Section
2.3). These two lines are added to the food poverty line
to obtain two different total poverty lines. The cost of
the food basket or the food poverty line is the same for
upper and lower poverty lines within each region. Since
the cost of the nonfood component does not represent a
fixed basket across various regions, the differences in
nonfood poverty lines across regions may thus be the
result not only of price differences but also of behavioral
differences, giving rise to problems of consistency in
welfare comparison.

People’s Republic of China. Poverty lines in the PRC
have been closely linked to the need for criteria to
allocate poverty reduction funds. The central Government
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launched a large-scale rural poverty reduction program
in 1986 and poor counties were identified for receiving
benefits under this program. The poverty cut-off lines
were set at CNY150–300 of net per capita income per
year in different counties.

In the early 1990s, the National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) began to set rural poverty lines following more
internationally standard practice.24 Necessary living
expenditure is divided into two components: food
expenditure and nonfood expenditure (including but not
limited to clothing, housing, communication, fuel,
medicine, education, and entertainment). The minimum
income necessary for food expenditure was calculated
on the basis of a fixed food bundle considered enough
to maintain a minimum daily intake of 2,100 calories.
The food bundle contained only necessities and not
items considered harmful (alcohol, cigarettes, candies)
and was intended to reflect actual consumption patterns.
The NBS used 1984 household survey data to determine
the actual shares of grain, vegetables, fruits, meat,
poultry, seafood, dairy products, oil, sugar, salt, and
other items to be included in the bundle. Nonfood
expenditure was calculated as a fixed percentage of food
expenditure, using a ratio of food expenditure to total
expenditure of 0.6. Among other things, this ratio is
equal to the average share of food expenditure to total
expenditure among rural households in 1984 in the
PRC, when many of the poor were just escaping from
poverty. The resulting poverty line was calculated to be
CNY199.6 in 1984. For subsequent years, NBS adjusted
the 1984 poverty line to account for inflation using the
national rural retail price index. In 1990, however, the
prices used to value consumption of own production in
calculating incomes changed from the plan price to a
weighted purchasing price, and the poverty line was
readjusted accordingly. Since the early 1990s, this poverty
line has been the official rural poverty line, and in 2000
prices worked out to CNY625.25

In contrast to its approach to rural poverty, the PRC
has not adopted an official urban poverty line for the
whole country. There are however “benchmarks,” below
which urban residents are eligible for poverty relief
benefits. These benchmarks can vary considerably across

cities with the variation unlikely to be explained by the
price differentials across these cities. In other words,
these benchmarks have been influenced by relative
standards of living of different localities.26

India. India has a long tradition of measurement of
poverty because it has one of the longest series of
household consumption expenditure surveys on a
reasonably comparable basis. These surveys have been
conducted by the National Sample Survey Organisation
(NSSO) since 1951 at different intervals. As early as
1962, a working group set up by the Planning
Commission recommended adopting a minimum level-
of-living target of Rs20 for rural areas and Rs25 for
urban areas on a per capita per month basis at 1960/61
prices, though the exact basis of this recommendation is
not known.27 Later, Dandekar and Rath (1971) estimated
the calorie intake levels by expenditure classes utilizing
information on foodgrain consumption and calculated
the poverty line as the consumption expenditure level
that corresponded to a given calorie norm. The
Government subsequently adopted a modified version of
this method.

The official poverty line is based on the
recommendation of a task force report published in
1979 (Government of India 1979). It used the energy
intake method for the base year 1973/74 and estimated
the poverty line as the monthly per capita total
consumption expenditure level that meets the calorie
norm of 2,400 and 2,100 per capita per day for rural and
urban areas, respectively. The line worked out to Rs49.09
for rural areas and Rs56.64 for urban areas at 1973/74
prices. The same rural and urban poverty lines were
used by various states until the mid-1990s.

In order to capture the price rise over time faced by
people around the poverty line, India experimented with
alternative price updating procedures until the early
1990s. The initial practice of using the wholesale price
index invited criticism because this index covered capital
and intermediate goods not meant for private
consumption. Similarly, the implicit deflator for private
consumption in the national accounts was also found to
be unsuitable.

An expert group was constituted in the late 1980s to
examine the methodology of poverty estimation at
national and state levels. This group (Government of
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India 1993) accepted the task force’s base poverty line
for 1973/74, but recommended a new method of price
adjustment. First, state-specific poverty lines for the
base year were obtained using spatial price indexes to
capture interstate differentials in the cost of living
measured by Fisher’s index. Second, the poverty lines
for 1973/74 were converted to later years using a state-
specific rural or urban price index, specially constructed
using weights from a fixed consumption basket for the
poor at the national level. The Indian price updating
procedure suggests that comparison of rural (or urban)
poverty across states and over time is welfare consistent
in terms of command over a given consumption basket,
though comparison of rural and urban poverty lines is
not welfare consistent because of the use of the energy
intake method as well as different calorie norms.

The NSSO surveys have run into problems of thick
and thin samples in recent years. While surveys with a
fairly large sample size are conducted every 5 years, the
intervening annual surveys have a thin sample. The
official agencies have refrained from using the thin
samples for poverty estimates, but many individual
analysts as well as international bodies have used them
to understand movements and determinants of poverty.

Indonesia. The country has been conducting a National
Household Socio-Economic Survey (SUSENAS) since
1976. Detailed questions on key topics are asked at
intervals of about 3 years in rural and urban areas of 27
provinces. A noteworthy feature of Indonesia’s poverty
calculation is that special surveys have been conducted
in some years on prepared food consumed outside the
household to correct for possible underestimation in
SUSENAS data. Separate surveys have also been
conducted to secure more representative data on nonfood
consumption. Thus, the general household survey
database from SUSENAS has been supplemented by
other benchmark surveys. Data from these surveys are
utilized to estimate poverty, defined as the inability to
afford 2,100 calories per capita per day.

Since 1993, the food poverty line has referred to
expenditure on a bundle of commonly consumed food
items based on the consumption pattern of a reference
group (i.e., households living around an expected poverty
line) that meets the calorie norm. In order to account for
wide differences in consumption patterns across
provinces, the food baskets used for the food poverty
line are allowed to vary across each province so as to
meet the same calorie norm. The approach followed in
1996 and 1998/99 was similar to 1993’s, though with
some refinements. For example, food bundles were
updated to allow for shifts in consumption patterns and
prices.

Next, an absolute amount of expenditure on a bundle
of selected essential nonfood items is added to the food
poverty line to estimate the total poverty line. A bundle
of 46 nonfood items was selected in 1993 on the basis of
a special survey conducted on nonfood consumption of
the reference group (the near poor) using criteria such as
whether the item was consumed by a majority of the
reference households and its share in expenditure of the
subgroup to which it belongs. The bundle of nonfood
items differs between urban and rural areas. The nonfood
items are valued by applying the expenditure share of
the selected items in the relevant subgroup from the
special survey to the total subgroup expenditure from
the SUSENAS. Essential nonfood expenditure at the
province level is estimated on the assumption that the
proportion of nonfood expenditure to total expenditure
of the reference group in each province is the same as at
the national level. The nonfood bundle in subsequent
years is updated on the basis of new surveys on nonfood
consumption of the reference group, enabling separate
determination of provincial nonfood bundles.

Thus, the reference consumption basket, as well as
the methodology for computing the food and nonfood
components of the poverty line, have changed over time
in Indonesia and, as mentioned above, this has led to a
debate among experts about their comparability.

Pakistan. Pakistan did not have an official poverty line
until recently. Both the energy intake method and the
cost of basic needs method had been adopted by individual
researchers to determine poverty lines with the help of
data from the Household Integrated Economic Survey
conducted by the Federal Bureau of Statistics. Pakistan’s
Planning Commission has recently used the energy intake
method to estimate rural and urban poverty lines
separately. It uses a norm of 2,350 calories per adult
equivalent per day (see Section 3.2 for a discussion on
adult equivalent scales). To calculate the poverty line, a
calorie consumption function is estimated by regressing
calorie intake on total expenditure and estimating the
level of expenditure that corresponds to the calorie norm.
Since this relationship is between calorie intake and total
consumption expenditure (food and nonfood together),
the actual expenditure of households that meet the calorie
needs is implicitly considered as the necessary minimum
for nonfood items. The poverty line was estimated at
PRs748.56 per month per adult equivalent in 2000/01.

According to the 2003 Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper of the Government of Pakistan, a number of
methodology issues relating to the poverty line are still
being debated. These issues include the choice of price
indexes to adjust the poverty line across years and the
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method for computing spatial price indexes to adjust
consumption expenditures for differences in prices across
regions (p.12).

The Philippines. Official poverty lines are estimated by
the National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB).
The methodology starts with the computation of a food
threshold or food poverty line.28 This refers to the
income needed to pay for the cost of basic food
requirements and is based on low-cost nutritionally
adequate menus that are 100% sufficient for protein and
energy and 80% adequate for vitamins and minerals.
The calorie norm used is 2,000 per capita per day. There
are 16 menus for urban sectors and 15 menus for rural
sectors for different regions of the country.29 Because
the region-specific menus are priced using prevailing
market prices in rural and urban areas by province, the
resulting food poverty lines vary in monetary terms
across rural and urban areas of each province. The total
poverty line is derived by applying province-specific
inflation factors to the food poverty line. This factor is
based on the observed pattern of food to total expenditure
among families whose total expenditure is within a 10%
band around the food poverty line. In this way, the total
poverty line comprises the cost of basic food requirements
and nonfood items including clothing, housing, medical
care, education, transportation, nondurable goods, and
personal care.

Since food menus reflect the regional diets across
the country, the standard of living underlying the poverty
line for different regions varies. Richer regions derive
calories from more expensive food items. Similarly, the
method employed for moving from the food poverty
line to the total poverty line again has the danger of
involving a higher standard of living for poverty lines
in richer provinces. Hence, poverty comparison across
regions or over time would not be consistent. Balisacan
(2003) has attempted to adopt an alternative, consistent
approach by using an average consumption of a reference
group fixed nationally and using an approach similar to
the lower nonpoverty line suggested by Ravallion. He
finds that poverty ratios fell faster during 1994–1997 by
this alternative method than by the official method.

Thailand. Estimates of poverty lines in Thailand have
been mostly based on the World Bank’s pioneering
efforts in the 1970s to ground them in calorie-adequacy
measures. Until recently, the World Bank’s poverty
lines were extensively used with price adjustment for
other years and poverty estimates were obtained using

socioeconomic survey data gathered by the National
Statistical Office. In 1998, Kakwani proposed a new
method of estimating the poverty line that takes into
consideration household differences in calorie needs,
price differentials between regions, and changes in
relative prices of food and nonfood items; the Government
officially adopted this method in 1999 (Kakwani 2003).

The new method uses nine different consumption
baskets provided by the Ministry of Commerce for rural
and urban areas in the four regions around the country
as well as the national capital region of Bangkok. Detailed
information on market prices and quantities of 125 food
items and another 196 nonfood items are available for
each of the baskets. This helps the authorities compute
spatial price indexes for the regions, reflecting regional
cost-of-living differences in the base year of 1992. They
are updated for other years using region-specific rural
and urban price indexes for food and nonfood items.

The costs of the food components of the nine baskets
are obtained using market price information, and the
corresponding unit energy cost (number of calories per
baht of food expenditure) is estimated for each region
using calorie conversion factors relevant for Thailand. It
was found that rural baskets were more cost-efficient
than urban baskets and so it was considered appropriate
to use the average of the rural food baskets as the basis
for constructing poverty lines. This average rural basket
was used for all regions so as to keep the underlying
standard of living fixed. The food poverty line was
computed by dividing the calorie requirement of a
household by calories per baht obtained using the average
rural basket (Kakwani 2003, p.33). It is clear that the
imposition of a calorie cost corresponding to the average
rural basket on the urban food poverty line entirely
sacrifices the specificity or relevance aspect for urban
consumers, while using an average national basket could
have partially satisfied specificity for both urban and
rural areas.30 Urban households with food expenditure
equal to the food poverty line cannot meet the targeted
calorie norms unless they adopt the rural consumption
pattern.

The nonfood poverty line is determined on the basis
of spending habits of the poor in Bangkok, who spend
60% of their income on food. The nonfood poverty line
for other regions is obtained using spatial price indexes
for nonfood items. Updating of the poverty line over
time is undertaken with the help of region-specific food
and nonfood consumer price indexes.
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Viet Nam. There are two important methods by which
households may be deemed poor in Viet Nam. The
Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs uses a
methodology based on household income. A household
for which income per capita falls below a certain threshold
is considered poor. The threshold, which is based on the
income requirements needed for consuming a particular
quantity of rice, varies between urban, rural, and
mountainous areas. In particular, provincial authorities
can adjust the threshold income on the basis of local
knowledge and circumstances. Thus the resulting “poverty
lines” do not necessarily represent a fixed real value of
goods over which households have command.

The General Statistical Office, on the other hand,
uses the cost of basic needs method to construct poverty
lines. Using both income and expenditure, it defines a
poverty line based on the cost of a consumption basket
that includes food and nonfood items. The consumption
basket should deliver at least 2,100 calories per day per
person. The composition of the consumption basket is
based on the living standards survey itself using data
from households that are neither destitute nor well-
off.31 (It may be noted in passing that the sampling
frame of the living standards survey in 1998 probably
excluded migrants who did not have permanent residence
registration in urban areas. This resulted in an
underestimation of urban poverty since such migrants
are likely to be among the poorest groups [Weeks et al.
2004, p.43]).
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The discussion has so far focused on poverty lines. To
compute poverty, one needs to know how much people
are actually consuming or earning. Household
expenditure or income surveys provide this information.
It is time now to discuss the various data problems that
an analyst has to face in measuring poverty on the basis
of household surveys, starting off with a brief discussion
of a few old issues concerning poverty-related survey
data.

As noted earlier, poverty lines are defined either in
terms of income or consumption. In practice, this choice
is restricted by the availability of household survey data
since most countries collect data on either household

income or consumption. A few countries, such as
Indonesia and the Philippines, collect data on both income
and consumption. Income is a better measure of
opportunity for consumption than actual consumption in
the case of households that save. But, consumption
might be a better measure of opportunity for poor
households that save little or in fact dis-save. Most
practitioners also prefer to define poverty in terms of
total consumption expenditure because income data
collection faces a wider range of measurement problems.
Consumption is less affected by short-term fluctuations
due to the consumption-smoothing opportunities available
to a household. Hence, total consumption expenditure is
thought to be a better indicator of the permanent income
of a household, particularly in an agrarian economy.

One basic requirement of a survey is that samples
selected should be random in the sense that each household
should have an equal chance of being selected so that
population parameters, including poverty incidence, can
be estimated in an unbiased manner. Proper stratification
could help in reducing the sample size for obtaining
estimates with a given precision. Household surveys
often miss a subgroup of poor households, namely people
living in informal settlements and the homeless, and
might underrepresent the poor population in a country.
Similarly, poor households living in very remote and
isolated tribal areas might be excluded from surveys on
logistic grounds. On the other hand, affluent households
may refuse to cooperate or the enumerator may find it
difficult to have access to them.

Most of the surveys are intended to produce an
unbiased estimate of population mean income or
consumption expenditure, and the sample size is selected
to produce the estimate of mean with a given precision.
But the surveys may not be able to capture cumulative
distribution of population by size of income with the
same precision. Sampling error for cumulative
distribution, and hence for the poverty ratio, might be
unduly large if there are inadequate samples from some
income strata, particularly at the lower end. A good
practice to reduce sampling error is to use income or
consumption information from a previous survey as a
stratifying variable in sample selection. Adequacy of the
precision for a variable at the national level will not
imply the same degree of precision at the regional level.

The surveys normally attempt to cover income or
consumption from all sources. For example, consumption
would include food produced on a family farm or garden.
Surveys, however, might value such items differently
from those purchased in the market. For example,
consumption from own production is valued at farm-
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gate prices in India. Such prices are normally 10–15%
lower than the retail prices prevailing in villages. Since
consumption of staple food from own production can be
significant for certain groups of poor households, such
as marginal farmers, the average prices used for valuation
of the basic needs basket must take this into account.32

Similarly, the rental value of owner-occupied houses or
transactions in kind must be imputed carefully.

Most poverty estimates do not take into account
nonmarket access to public services, such as health and
education. So long as both the poverty line and the
survey data do not consider this, the estimation of the
poverty ratio could still be valid. But given the rising
prominence of social sector budget allocations, this
consideration needs to be factored into calculating
poverty. The pace of poverty reduction in recent decades
might well vary considerably once these transfers are
apportioned to the various social classes, though it is not
an easy task to do this appropriately.

Longitudinal household surveys are rare in Asia.
Such surveys have the advantage of generating panel
data to trace the same households over time. One could
then monitor and study characteristics of households
that remain chronically poor over time and who are poor
in one period and become nonpoor in another. More
detailed discussion of a few other issues now follows.
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Most surveys consider the household as a unit of
observation rather than the individual. While consumption
decisions are generally made for the household as a
whole, households differ in size and composition. The
normal practice of considering household expenditure
or income on a per capita basis takes into account size
of the household, but ignores composition. Two
households of a given size may have different
demographic compositions: one household may have
one male adult, one female adult, and two children
while the other household may have all four adult males.
Per capita expenditure may be a poor guide to compare
the standards of living of these two households. Table 3
showed how the calorie needs of people in various age-
sex groups differ: women and children need fewer calories
than adult males. The demographic composition
differences can be taken care of by a “normalization”
procedure, such as converting consumption expenditure
of all household members into “consumption per
equivalent adult male.” The equivalent scale might then

measure the first household in the above example as
equivalent to 3.1 adult males, while the second household
would be equivalent to 4. Equivalent scales have been
designed by examining variations in household
consumption by age and sex groups and could easily be
used in household surveys, which normally record
information about household composition.

Despite this, poverty lines are often estimated on a
per capita, rather than per adult equivalent, basis (see
Table 4). One reason could be that household composition
changes very slowly over time at the aggregate level in
a society and might not affect the analysis most of the
time. Another reason could be that observed consumption
behavior at the household level partly reflects the need
of individual members and partly their bargaining strength
within the household. As Ravallion (1992) states, analysts
would like to incorporate the need aspect into welfare
comparison, but not the bargaining aspect “as this would
perpetuate and even reinforce an existing welfare
inequality” (p.20). On the other hand, in a situation
where intra-household bargaining actually affects
household decisions, normative policy analysis could be
sharper when it is not ignored by the analyst.
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Since the survey data used for estimating poverty provides
information on per capita income or expenditure of
households (for the survey periods only, of course), it is
possible to examine how these numbers compare to
corresponding variables as reported in the NAS. Such an
examination is potentially useful as a check on the
accuracy of the data collected.

Unfortunately, there are large discrepancies between
the two sources of data in almost all countries, including
several industrial countries. Survey estimates are not
only lower than NAS estimates, but the discrepancies
seem to have grown during the 1990s in many countries.
One notable example from the poverty point of view is
India, where the discrepancy has increased to as much as
30–40% in recent years. This means that the higher
income and consumption growth rate measured by NAS
data in postreform India33 has not led to faster reduction
in the official poverty estimates, which are now
exclusively measured from survey data. Considerable
divergence, though not to the same extent as in India,
can also be found in the PRC, other countries in South
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Asia, the United States, and countries in Latin America.
Based on such findings, critics have questioned the
validity of survey data used for poverty estimates (Bhalla
2002).

It is instructive to remember that there are often
considerable differences between the two sources of data
in terms of concepts and coverage. In accordance with
international convention, “private” consumption in NAS
for most countries includes expenditure not only by
households, but also by nonprofit private enterprises
such as charities and nonprofit nongovernment
organizations. Household surveys, on the other hand,
miss the homeless. NAS consumption estimates for most
countries are derived as a “residual” item using the
commodity balance equation. Survey-based consumption
data are, of course, subject to both sampling and
nonsampling errors. Sampling errors can be reduced by
proper design of the survey. Refusal by respondents to
answer survey questions means missing such households
from surveys. If unwilling respondents are replaced by
willing ones, the impact on precision needs to be
examined. Large underreporting of consumption or
income is a well-known common problem in surveys,
though it is more likely to be so for rich households
where the refusal rate is also likely to be higher. Ravallion
(2001a) finds that the degree of discrepancy with the
NAS is generally significantly larger for income surveys
than consumption surveys.

Since the incidence of poverty is ultimately affected
by the mean and inequality in distribution, some
researchers like Bhalla (2002) have advocated that poverty
incidence be calculated using mean consumption from
the NAS coupled with an inequality parameter from the
household surveys. Since the NAS estimate of per capita
consumption is higher than the survey-based measure,
this procedure would naturally result in a reduction in
poverty. This procedure assumes that a survey-based
mean is wrong, but that the distribution is right on a
priori grounds. How valid is this assumption? It is
difficult to justify that the distribution inferred from the
surveys is right even if the mean from the surveys is
wrong. Consider what would happen if richer households
underreport their consumption and/or refuse to participate
in the survey as a number of experts believe is the case.
In such a scenario, the survey mean is lower than actual—
but the distribution from the survey is also more equal
than actual.34

Moreover, the NAS consumption estimates suffer
from major weaknesses. In particular, these are derived
as residuals from commodity flow balances by deducting
other components of demand, such as intermediate inputs,
investment, and net exports from supply of output.
Treatment of private consumption as a residual thus
means that it automatically absorbs errors and omissions
made in estimation of other components so as to ensure
the supply-demand balance. Such a residual cannot be
considered a superior estimate to the survey estimate.35

There seems to be no strong evidence in favor of the
NAS estimate.36
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One particular aspect of survey design that has received
attention in recent years is the choice of an appropriate
recall period in consumption expenditure survey
questionnaires. The recent Indian experience is
noteworthy. The NSSO in India used a 30-day recall
period from its inception in the early 1950s until 1993/
94. Given the more common practice of a 7-day or 14-
day recall period for food in most other countries, it
incorporated some changes in the method of data
collection starting with the survey in 1994/95. It divided
the sample households into two equal groups. In one
group, the data were collected with a uniform recall
period of 30 days for all the items in conformity with
past practice. For the other group, three recall periods of
7, 30, and 365 days were chosen for different categories
of items.37

The two sets of households were covered by two
different investigators independent of each other during
1994/95 to 1998/99. But this practice was given up
during the large sample survey in 1999/2000 when the
NSSO collected consumption data on food items using
two different recall periods of 7 days and 30 days from
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the same households. Information was collected for
some nonfood items (such as clothing and footwear and
durable goods) using a 365-day recall period and for the
remaining nonfood items using a 30-day recall period.
This process of administering the questionnaire led to
two changes: (i) monthly per capita consumption
expenditure for some nonfood items was based on 365-
day recall period in 1999/2000 whereas it was based on
30-day recall period in earlier large-scale surveys, and
(ii) the data on food expenditure were collected based on
two different recall periods from the same households in
1999/2000.

The magnitude of resulting changes can be judged
from Table 8.

The consumption expenditure collected on a 7-day
recall period basis during the 51st–54th rounds is 13–
18% larger than that obtained from a 30-day recall
period basis. This difference is reduced to 3–4% in the
55th round. Critics attributed this reduction to the mix-
up of recall periods by respondents. This could affect
comparability with previous large-scale surveys.

Visaria (2000) found that a 7-day recall period led
to reporting of more food expenditure and a very
significant fall in the poverty ratio. Some critics raised
doubts over the validity of using an old poverty line
with a new reporting period. Examining the data, Deaton
(2001) argues that the switch to a 7-day period would
move the Engel curve for food upward so that the new
poverty line would be lower, given the same nutritional
norm. But his experiments with the data showed that the
Engel curves for the two recall periods nearly coincided
until the poverty line so that there was no need to revise
the poverty line in practice unless the calorie intake per
unit food expenditure was different between the two
recall periods.

The above experience makes the point clearly that
the length of the recall period influences consumption
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estimates. Too long a period may lead to a recall bias
downward, and too short a period can create bias in the
opposite direction. There is a need for more research on
recall periods in different countries with a view to
establishing some best practices.

��  ������� ��� ����������� ����

The discussion now turns to an examination of poverty
estimates in the Asia and Pacific region. In addition to
presenting estimates of poverty incidence based on
country-specific or national poverty lines, estimates based
on the World Bank’s $1-a-day and $2-a-day poverty
lines are presented.38 The national poverty lines discussed

in earlier sections, though of critical importance in
monitoring and designing poverty reduction strategies at
the national level, should not be used for comparing
poverty across countries. As noted in Section 2, national
poverty lines tend to exhibit a relative element in the
sense that countries with a higher per capita income tend
to have a higher poverty line. In contrast, an international
poverty line, such as the $1-a-day line, is applied
uniformly across all countries and can therefore provide
a better basis on which to make international comparisons
of poverty.



Survey-based estimates of poverty incidence from both
national and international ($1-a-day and $2-a-day)
poverty lines are listed in Table 9 for a large number of
DMCs for the latest year available.39 The national

estimates are obtained from a variety of sources, official
and otherwise, and are helpful in understanding the
incidence of poverty from a national perspective—i.e.,
based on country-specific conditions and norms. As the
estimates based on national poverty lines make clear,
barring a few cases rural poverty rates are almost
everywhere higher than urban poverty rates. But rural



��

populations account for a large proportion of the DMCs,
at over two thirds of the population in many cases. Thus,
across the region, the number of poor in rural areas is
far larger than the number of poor in urban areas. In
India’s case, for example, while the urban poverty
incidence is just 3.5 percentage points lower than the
rural poverty incidence (Table 9), the fact that a little
over 70% of India’s population is rural implies that
around 75% of the total poor (or the rural poor divided
by the sum of rural and urban poor) lived in rural areas
in 1999.40 In Thailand and Viet Nam, where urban
poverty incidence is much lower than rural poverty
incidence (Table 9), rural poverty accounts for around
90% of total poverty. The fact that so many of the poor
live in rural areas can have important implications for
antipoverty policies (an issue taken up in Section 4.2).

As noted just above, national estimates of poverty
should not be used to compare poverty incidence across
countries. For such a comparison, the estimates of poverty
incidence based on the $1-a-day and $2-a-day poverty
lines are used (Box 8 describes two other measures of
$1-a-day poverty for selected DMCs). From these it can
be seen that the incidence of extreme poverty as captured
by the $1-a-day poverty line is severe in South Asia.
When absolute numbers are taken into account, the
picture is even worse. The poor constitute between
around a quarter and a third of the populations of the
larger South Asian economies; given the large populations
of not only India but Bangladesh and Pakistan as well,
South Asia is home to a majority of Asia’s poor. However,
extreme poverty is also a significant problem in
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Mongolia, and in some of the
Pacific DMCs, afflicting more than a fifth of these
countries’ populations.

Extreme poverty tends to be less of a problem
elsewhere in Asia when viewed in terms of incidence,
but, given large populations, the absolute number of
extremely poor can be large. Thus, while the PRC has
done a remarkable job in reducing extreme poverty,
more than 200 million can be counted among the
extremely poor in that country. Similarly, while
Indonesia and Viet Nam, especially, have made significant
inroads in reducing extreme poverty, the number of
poor in these countries and in the Philippines—around
16 million, 10 million, and 12 million, respectively—
would easily swamp the entire population of smaller
countries with a higher incidence of poverty.
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Moving to a more “generous” poverty line of $2 a
day, it is seen that for many DMCs, either a majority or
nearly a majority of their populations are poor. This is
disturbing, because although the $2-a-day poverty line
may be double the $1-a-day poverty line, obviously it
does not represent a high standard of living. Indeed, as
noted in Box 4, the $2-a-day poverty line is more typical
of poverty lines found in low-middle-income countries.
Thus, while a narrow focus on $1-a-day poverty would
lead one to conclude that the problem of poverty was not
significant in either Indonesia or Sri Lanka, a quick look
at the incidence rate of $2-a-day poverty in both of these
countries should clearly convey the fact that the battle
for eradicating poverty in these countries is far from
coming to a close. The large percentages of poor in
terms of the $2-a-day poverty line also suggest
vulnerability of those who have escaped $1-a-day poverty.
In other words, adverse economic shocks faced by the
nonpoor (in terms of $1-a-day poverty) could easily
lead to their becoming poor. Table 10 reveals this quite
clearly by displaying poverty incidence rates for poverty
lines that are only slightly higher than the $1-a-day
poverty line. As can be seen, relatively small increases
in the poverty line can lead to large increases in the
percentage of poor.

 What about trends in poverty? In principle, it is
possible to utilize information on poverty based on both
international poverty lines and those from national
sources to examine this issue. As long as the methods
used to update poverty lines over time maintain the real
values of lines, trends should exhibit broad similarities.41

Tables 11 and 12 report poverty estimates, based on
international and national poverty lines respectively, for
selected DMCs based on surveys that are generally spaced
at least 3 years apart. In reporting the poverty estimates,
an effort has been made to include comparable time-
series data. Thus a national poverty estimate was not
included if it was known to be based on a poverty line
with different real value from other years’ estimates.
Additionally, in the case of India use is only made of
large-scale (or “thick”) sample surveys carried out
approximately every 5 years.42 Similarly, the lack of
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comparable time-series data for the urban sector in the
PRC leads to a focus only on that country’s rural sector.43

While the broad, qualitative trends in poverty are
similar across the international $1-a-day estimates and
national estimates of poverty incidence for many
countries, in some cases there are large divergences in
even these broad trends. In the case of Bangladesh, for
example, the national estimates reveal that poverty
declined only marginally (by less than 2 percentage
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points) between 1995 and 2000. In contrast, the $1-a-
day estimates show a significant increase—of around 7
percentage points—in poverty. Conversely, $1-a-day
poverty incidence declined by almost half between 1996
and 2002 in Indonesia while national estimates suggest
a marginal increase in poverty. Pakistan is another case
where divergences are wide: while $1-a-day poverty
shows a decline of around 9 percentage points between
1993 and 1999 (even after adjusting the 1999 estimates
upward),44 national estimates suggest that poverty
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increased over this period. Differences as large as these
clearly indicate the need for a careful examination of the
underlying data that are used to hold constant, in real
value, the respective poverty lines being used.

Fortunately, broad trends in the poverty figures tend
to be more in line with one another for many of the
other DMCs. Focusing attention on the $1-a-day poverty
estimates for these countries, the most dramatic reductions
in poverty are seen to have occurred in East Asia and
Southeast Asia. In rural PRC, the early to mid-1980s
and early to mid-1990s were years of rapid poverty
reduction. For example, poverty fell by 4.8 percentage
points a year on average between 1993 and 1996—a rate
lower than that registered between 1980 and 1984 when
poverty fell by 6.6 percentage points a year on average.45

In Malaysia, poverty reduction in the 1970s and early
1980s had already led to the virtual eradication of poverty
by the late 1980s. Rapid progress in reducing poverty
has also been made in Indonesia (2.9 percentage point
reduction a year between 1984 and 1990), and Thailand
(almost 3 percentage point reduction a year between
1988 and 1992). Significant poverty reduction has been
seen more recently in Viet Nam, where poverty fell by
4.2 percentage points a year between 1993 and 1998. In
several instances, however, the most recent trends suggest
a marked slowdown in the rate of poverty reduction.46

The most glaring is the case of rural PRC, where poverty
increased by a little over 1.7 percentage points between
1996 and 2001. As will be described in more detail later,
this increase has taken place despite an increase in the
mean consumption in rural areas, indicating that
distribution changes favored the nonpoor.
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In general, South Asia’s track record in reducing
extreme poverty has been less impressive. Apart from
Sri Lanka, where the magnitude of extreme poverty has
been much less than its neighbors, the dramatic reductions
registered at different times in various East Asian and
Southeast Asian countries has been missing. This may
be seen by comparing the profile of poverty over time
across rural PRC and rural India (Figure 5). As the
figure indicates, reductions in rural PRC have been
much larger than those in rural India. Nevertheless, as
the figure also suggests, poverty reduction has taken
place at a fairly consistent rate in rural India.
Consolidating the urban and rural sectors, the rate of
poverty reduction in India across the six large-sample
rounds of the national sample surveys from 1977 to
1999 has ranged from 0.7 to 1.6 percentage points a year
on average (and almost 1 percentage point a year on
average if one compares 1977 and 1999 alone).47 In
contrast, progress in fighting poverty has been
disappointing in Nepal during the period for which
relatively high quality data exist: poverty fell by only
0.1 percentage point a year on average between 1985
and 1995. In the case of Bangladesh and Pakistan, the
other two South Asian nations with a large incidence of
extreme poverty, the discrepancies in poverty trends
based on international poverty lines versus those based
on national poverty lines, as noted above, make
assessment less firm. However, in Bangladesh’s case, it

is notable that even under the more optimistic set of
results based on national poverty lines, poverty reduction
has been marginal (ADB RETA 5917). For Pakistan, the
discrepancy across trends is more serious in terms of the
qualitative picture one sees on success in reducing poverty.
The rate of $1-a-day poverty reduction between 1993
and 1999 has been respectable (around 1.4 percentage
points a year on average). However, trends based on
national estimates suggest stagnation in the fight against
poverty over the same period (ADB RETA 5917).48

While availability of comparable poverty estimates
over time are most patchy in the case of the Central
Asian republics and Mongolia, there is evidence
suggesting that in the former group, good progress has
generally been made in reversing the sharp declines in
standards of living and welfare that accompanied the
breakup of the Soviet Union (Osmani 2003b). The
estimates of Table 11 corroborate this for at least three
of the Central Asian republics (Azerbaijan, Kyrgyz
Republic, and Turkmenistan). Since extreme poverty
has not been much of an issue in Kazakhstan over the
1990s, this leaves Uzbekistan among the Central Asian
republics as having had a comparatively more difficult
time in reducing poverty. Unfortunately, recent data for
Mongolia are not available. In terms of the data covering
the mid- to late 1990s, however, poverty increased
significantly.
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Among their many functions, poverty estimates allow
an investigation of the relationships among poverty and
its correlates. Such an investigation sheds light on the
causes of poverty and thus informs antipoverty policies.
This section uses household survey data to examine the
relationships among poverty, growth, and distribution
in developing Asia. Revealing these relationships clarifies
the role of growth and distribution changes in influencing
poverty reduction in Asia, and sets the stage for a
discussion of Asia’s future prospects for reducing
poverty.

A useful starting point for examining growth-poverty
linkages is Figure 6. This plots within-country reduction
in $1-a-day poverty against growth in survey-based per
capita income or expenditure. Each point depicts the
experience during a “spell,” defined here as a time
period over which income/expenditure and poverty data
from comparable and contiguous household surveys
spaced at least 3 years apart are available. Over 100 such
spells (111 to be precise) from 51 developing countries
from around the world are used.50 The data indicate that

on average, growth is strongly associated with poverty
reduction. In particular, growth of 1% is associated with
a 1.5% decline in the incidence of $1-a-day poverty on
average.51 These data lend strong support to the notion
that economic growth is an important driver of poverty
reduction.

However, it is also clear from the figure that the
relationship between growth and poverty reduction is
not perfect. First, there are some growth spells that lie
in either the first or third quadrants of the figure. These
spells refer to situations where either poverty increased
despite growth in income, or poverty declined despite
contraction in income. Second, even where growth has
been associated with poverty reduction, it is clear that
the degree to which a given amount of growth is translated
into poverty reduction varies across countries and even
over time within countries. In statistical terms, growth
has “explained” only 43% of the variation in changes in
poverty on average among this set of developing
countries. In other words, as much as 57% of the variation
in changes in poverty is unexplained by growth among
a sample of developing countries from around the world.
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Interestingly, the relationship between growth and
poverty reduction appears much tighter when one
examines growth spells in developing Asia. Figure 7 is
similar to Figure 6 but only includes growth spells in
East Asia, Southeast Asia, and South Asia.52 Each 1% of
growth is associated with an almost 2% decline in poverty
incidence on average. In addition, growth “explains”
65% of the variation in changes in poverty on average
among the DMCs.

Why has growth served the poor in Asia better than
the rest of the developing world on average? Will it
continue to do so? And, more generally, what explains
the variation in how a given growth rate affects poverty
reduction? Ravallion (2004) points to two sets of
proximate factors: the initial level of inequality and
changes in inequality over time. An economy where the
level of inequality is high is one where either the
participation of the poor in higher-valued income-
generating activities is relatively limited and/or the poor
share only weakly from their participation in such
activities. In either case, a given amount of aggregate
growth will be associated with more limited gains for
the poor in such an economy as compared with an
economy with stronger and fuller participation of the

irrigation, roads, and electricity. Box 9 describes research
by Martin Ravallion and Gaurav Datt that sheds important
light on how inequalities in these dimensions impact the
poverty-reducing effects of growth.

If the degree of inequality increases over time, the
poor will benefit still less from growth. There are many
factors that affect distribution. Demographic changes,
agricultural policies, trade and industrial policies, labor
market policies, taxation, and social expenditure policies
all play a role. Large increases in the proportion of
unskilled workers due to a combination of demographic
changes and an underperforming educational system,
for example, would tend to put downward pressure on
the wages that unskilled workers can secure for themselves
as the supply of unskilled labor rises (other things,
including the demand for such workers, remaining equal
of course). Conversely, if trade and industrial policies
raise the relative profitability of producing labor-intensive
goods, then the demand for labor should increase. This
could lead to a rise in wages of labor and thus lower
inequality if the labor were provided by individuals
belonging to lower-income groups. Indeed, such a process
is believed to have taken place in the Republic of Korea
and Taipei,China from the 1960s to the early 1980s
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(Quibria 2002). In Asia, levels of inequality have typically
been lower than other parts of the developing world. On
examination of the Gini coefficient (a popular measure
of inequality and defined in Box 2) across countries, it
is found that distribution tends to be more equal in East
Asia, Southeast Asia, and South Asia than in Latin
America and Africa, for example. This can be seen from
Table 13, which displays Gini coefficients for selected
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poor in more remunerative economic activities. The
reasons for the limited or weak participation of the
poor—and thus the sources of inequality—can be many.
Important ones include limited access by the poor to
education, land, credit, and infrastructure such as
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DMCs and other developing countries. Estimates for an
initial and final year are presented.53 Thus a given
growth rate would tend to raise the incomes of the poor
and therefore reduce poverty more in Asian countries
than, for example, in countries in Latin America and
Africa at similar levels of development.

However, as the comparison of Gini coefficients
between initial and final years within the DMCs indicates,
inequality as measured by the Gini coefficient has
increased over time in many DMCs. There is cause for
concern since higher inequality and increases in inequality
over time would both tend to reduce the impact of
growth on poverty. The experience of rural PRC, though
by far the most extreme one, illustrates the point. Between
1990 and 1993, survey-based per capita consumption
grew by 8% and $1-a-day poverty declined by 12% (and
5.3 percentage points). Between 1996 and 2001, however,
while per capita consumption grew by a little less than
4%, poverty increased by almost 7% (and 1.7 percentage
points). In other words, while each 1% of growth was
associated with a more than 1% decline in poverty in the
early 1990s, each 1% of growth was associated with an
increase in poverty in the late 1990s and beyond. In
terms of the growth-distribution-poverty nexus, there
was some growth. But this growth was not broad-based
and ended up bypassing the poor. According to Osmani
(2003b), the main factor behind the fall in poverty in
rural PRC in the early 1990s was a significant rise in
farm purchase prices, which translated into higher incomes

for the rural poor as a result of relative equality in the
distribution of land. Farm prices, however, stopped
increasing after the mid-1990s.

If the growth process is becoming more unequal in
Asia generally, a given growth rate may be expected to
have a smaller impact on poverty. Does this indicate that
growth in Asia is becoming less “pro-poor”? To some
extent, the answer to this question is a matter of how one
defines pro-poor growth. If it is defined, in effect, as a
situation whereby incomes of the poor grow faster than
incomes of the nonpoor, then indeed many parts of Asia
have not witnessed pro-poor growth in recent years. One
deficiency of such a definition of pro-poor growth,
however, is that it minimizes the benefits of a growth
process that is associated with distribution change in
favor of the nonpoor but that still raises significantly the
incomes of the poor (Ravallion 2004). Since growth in
Asia, especially in East Asia and Southeast Asia, has
continued to be stronger than in many other parts of the
developing world, it is possible that while distribution
shifts may favor the nonpoor, poverty reductions may
still be significant.

Table 14 sheds light on these issues. The table uses
spells from selected DMCs for time periods of particular
interest and presents decompositions of poverty reduction
into growth and distribution components using the method
of Datt and Ravallion (1992). The growth component of
poverty reduction is computed as the reduction of poverty
that would result if the actual growth experienced had
taken place in the context of unchanged distribution.
The distribution component of poverty reduction is the
reduction of poverty that would result if the distribution
change actually registered had taken place in the context
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of zero growth. A residual component captures the
poverty reductions that are not accounted for by the pure
growth and pure distribution components of poverty
reduction.

Table 14 presents several features worth highlighting.
First, the decompositions suggest quite strongly that the
driver of rapid poverty reduction in Asia has been
growth and not distribution change. Indeed, the largest
reductions in poverty in Asia have all taken place in the
context of distribution changes that went against the
poor. There were nine spells in which poverty declined
on average by 1.5 percentage points or more a year. In
each of these nine spells, distribution changes were such
that poverty would have increased in the absence of
growth. In the case of rural PRC, for example, the table
reveals that distribution changes alone (i.e., in the absence
of any growth), would have increased poverty by 1.2
percentage points a year on average during the 1993–
1996 spell. Nevertheless, poverty reduction was rapid
over this period (4.8 percentage points a year on average)
because the positive growth effect more than matched
the adverse effects of purely distribution change on the
poor. Episodes in which growth led to significant poverty
reduction, despite distribution changes that were adverse

to the poor, have been experienced widely across the
region, encompassing countries not only from East Asia
and Southeast Asia but even two South Asian economies
(namely, Bangladesh and Pakistan in the late 1980s and
early 1990s). Interestingly, the largest poverty reducing
effect of distribution change has occurred in the context
of an economic contraction—the case of Indonesia over
the 1996–1999 period and during the financial and
economic crisis of 1997–98. However, the contraction
of economic activity was so dramatic as to more than
balance any improvements in distribution and, overall,
poverty increased over the period.

Second, large adverse changes in distribution should
not be seen as inevitable in the face of high growth.
With regard to poverty reduction over 1993–1998 in
Viet Nam, it can be seen that poverty fell by a remarkable
4.2 percentage points a year on average. Yet while
changes in distribution worked against the poor during
this period, they did so almost imperceptibly.

Third, distribution changes that work against the
poor can detract significantly from growth. To see this,
one can compare poverty reduction over the 1987–1993
spell for Pakistan with that of the 1999–2002 spell for
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Indonesia. The annual rate of poverty reduction in
Pakistan was virtually the same as in Indonesia, on
average. Yet an examination of the relative contributions
of the growth and distribution components of poverty
reduction suggests that this was not because growth was
the same across Pakistan and Indonesia. Rather, this was
because Indonesia’s faster growth was accompanied by
a more significant distribution shift against the poor. A
similar case is that of urban India during 1993–1999.
Growth in real per capita survey mean consumption was
almost 12% over the 6-year period. Had this growth
taken place in the context of an unchanged distribution,
poverty would have declined by almost 1 percentage
point a year. Instead, poverty declined by much less due
to adverse distribution changes.

Taken together, these results emphasize that growth
has been critical for poverty reduction in Asia and, thus,
a key focus of policy must be to generate growth in
DMCs where it has been lacking. At the same time,
policy makers must factor in the distribution impacts of
alternative growth-oriented policies. In particular, policy
makers need to explicitly consider the links between
different types of policy and their impact on the sector
and geographic composition of growth. As noted at the
outset of Section 4.1, a large majority of Asia’s poor are

in rural areas. While the situation of the rural poor is
certainly linked to growth in the urban sector—through
migration, trade, and transfers—an expanding rural
economy is important for the reduction of poverty.
Since agriculture tends to be the dominant sector in rural
areas, growth in agriculture can be particularly helpful
in reducing poverty. This is found by both country-
specific studies examining the impact of sector-specific
growth on poverty (Ravallion and Datt 1996, Kakwani
2001) and by research using cross-country data (Hasan
and Quibria 2004).54 Unfortunately, agricultural growth
has not been particularly robust and stable in important
parts of Asia. In South Asia where the majority of
Asia’s poor reside, for example, agricultural production
remains highly dependent on weather conditions. An
important part of weakness in agricultural growth stems
from policy and institutional neglect. In particular, a
lack of public investment in rural infrastructure
(irrigation, roads, electrification, and communications),
social infrastructure (basic education and health care),
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and agricultural research and extension services have
variously led the agricultural sector to perform below its
potential (Mellor 2000). These underinvestments have
been reinforced by a policy and institutional environment
that has inhibited the development of the nonfarm
economy in rural areas. The combined effect has been
that unfavorable initial conditions—such as an unequal
distribution of land, limited irrigation facilities, and low
stocks of human capital—remain prevalent.

By the same token, a different sort of policy and
institutional failure suggests itself when relatively high
growth in the industrial and services sectors is
accompanied by increasing inequality and limited effects
on poverty reduction. As noted above, this was the
situation of urban India over the period 1993–1996
when adverse distribution changes led to poverty
reduction one third lower than what the pure growth
effect would have led to.55 Why has this happened? It is
difficult to be certain, but India’s industrial and labor
market policies could well have been responsible. It is
well recognized that policy-induced barriers to entry
and exit are likely to dampen investment. When these
barriers apply to labor-intensive sectors in particular—
for example, via reservation of labor-intensive industrial
goods for small-scale firms or barriers to layoffs—they
are likely to end up dampening employment-generating
investments as private businesses focus investments on
sectors where barriers either do not apply or apply with
less importance (such as capital-intensive industries or
the formal services sector, which tends to be less intensive
in labor). In this context, it is instructive to note that
while industrial growth has not been particularly effective
in reducing poverty in South Asia, Hasan and Quibria’s
(2004) examination of the impact of sector-specific
growth on poverty reduction indicates that industrial
growth in East Asia and Southeast Asia (including the
Republic of Korea and Taipei,China) was of critical
importance in reducing poverty. The fact that industrial
growth in the high-performing East Asian and Southeast
Asian economies took place in the context of trade and
industrial policies that made it profitable to employ
labor intensively in production is suggestive of the
important role that policy plays in determining not only
how much an economy or a sector will grow, but what
the distribution impacts of that growth and the
implications for poverty reduction will be.
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What are the prospects for reducing poverty in Asia? In
particular, how well is Asia positioned to meet the MDG
target of halving the 1990 $1-a-day poverty rate by
2015? The answers to these questions depend not only
on what one expects poverty rates to be like in 2015, but
also what poverty rates were in 1990 and very recently.
Due to the fact that poverty-related household surveys
are typically carried out every 3 to 5 years, the existence
of poverty measures for either 1990 or a very recent
year such as 2002 is not a given. In fact, only five DMCs
carried out surveys in 1990, while survey data pertaining
to 2002 are available for only a few DMCs. In this
section, the discussion first analyzes how synthetic
poverty estimates may be arrived at both for 1990 and
for a very recent year, such as 2002, when not all
countries have carried out poverty-related surveys.56,57

The methodology used to compute poverty in such
reference years can easily be extended to computing
poverty in 2015, by factoring in expected values for
income and distribution in individual countries. The
discussion then turns to the various synthetic estimates
to yield some insights into Asia’s prospects for meeting
the MDG target and Asia’s performance thus far.
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To estimate poverty in years for which poverty-related
survey data are not available, it is necessary to apply
some methods of interpolating and extrapolating poverty
rates. The widely cited global and regional poverty
counts used by the World Bank for 1990 and other
reference years, for example, are based on the method of
Chen and Ravallion (most recently seen in Chen and
Ravallion 2004) whereby the mean consumption
expenditures from actual survey data neighboring the
reference year in question are projected forward (for
example, if the latest available survey is for 2001 and
poverty estimates are needed for 2002) and/or backward
(for example, if the earliest available survey is for 1992
and poverty estimates are needed for 1990) using data
on the growth of per capita private consumption
expenditures (PCE) from the NAS. The resulting
estimates of mean consumption in the reference year are
then combined with the corresponding survey-based
distribution to derive poverty rates.58
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While other methods of interpolating and
extrapolating poverty estimates to nonsurvey years could
be applied—such as using the relationship between GDP
per capita and poverty rates in survey years as a basis for
computing poverty in nonsurvey years—there appears to
be no compelling reason to choose one method over
another on technical grounds.59 The following adopts
Chen and Ravallion’s method to ensure consistency with
what are the most widely cited counts of international
poverty. Since poverty estimates based on the Chen and
Ravallion method are available for 1990 by country,
these are accepted for most countries.60 The Chen and
Ravallion numbers are also available for 2001 (but not
2002). To obtain estimates of poverty in 2002, their
extrapolation procedure is applied to the 2001 data. A
notable exception is the case of India where information
from the “thin” sample survey of 2002 is utilized to
extrapolate survey means from 1999 to 2002.61

Matters become more complex for projecting poverty
up to 2015. Since changes in poverty are ultimately a
function of the evolution of both economic activity and
distribution, a simple approach is adopted, whereby two
scenarios for economic growth are considered
(“benchmark” versus “low” growth) as well as two
scenarios for the evolution of distribution (“more equal”
versus “less equal” distribution). Poverty is computed
on the basis of these four scenarios.

The benchmark scenario for economic growth simply
assumes that except for the PRC and the Central Asian
republics, GDP per capita would grow by the average of

annual growth rates registered over the 1999–2003
period.62 In the case of the Central Asian republics,
these growth rates are very high and the result of a
rebound from the precipitous declines in economic
activity since the breakup of the Soviet Union. It is
unlikely that these DMCs will be able to sustain such
high growth rates until 2015. A similar situation exists
for the PRC, which has grown very fast in recent years.
Thus for these DMCs, region-specific forecasts of growth
in GDP per capita over 2002–2015 are used, available in
the World Bank’s Global Economic Prospects (2004).63

Growth in GDP per capita for all DMCs is then converted
into growth in survey means by adjusting the former
downward to reflect the empirical finding that a 1%
increase in GDP per capita is associated with a 0.8%
increase in survey-based mean consumption (in per capita
terms).64 In this way, survey means of 2002 can be
projected all the way to 2015 on the basis of the
benchmark growth rates. By comparison, a low growth
rate scenario is defined as one that is equal to the
benchmark growth rate minus 1 percentage point.

As regards distribution, the complexity of the
connections between growth and distribution within
countries means that there is little guidance on what
distributions will look like in 2015 under the chosen
growth rates. For example, while development
economists have traditionally thought in terms of an
inverse U-shaped relationship between growth and
inequality following Simon Kuznets’ (1955) celebrated
work on the issue, recent research has shown that there
is very little systematic relationship between levels of
development and the evolution of inequality (Deininger
and Squire 1998). While growth has generally been
accompanied by an increase in the Gini coefficient in the
case of East Asia and Southeast Asia, as seen in Section
4.2 above, it is far from clear that this will continue
indefinitely. In the case of the PRC and Viet Nam, for
instance, transitions from planned to market-based
production and exchange have yielded increases in
inequality. Will these increases continue indefinitely up
to 2015? It is difficult to say. Similarly, in the case of
South Asia, there is a weaker relationship between
changes in income and changes in distribution, especially
in India.
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several Southeast Asian DMCs. Finally, even if the
DMCs as a whole and many individual DMCs achieve
the MDG target, it is legitimate to ask whether policy
makers in the region have met the challenge of poverty
reduction in a substantive way: given the meagerness of
the $1-a-day poverty line, one can reasonably argue in
the negative. Each of these points is taken up in greater
detail below.
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From the last row of Table 15, it can be seen that under
the assumptions made on growth and distribution, Asia
as a whole is well placed to meet the MDG target of
halving $1-a-day poverty. With the incidence of poverty
around 34% in 1990, halving poverty incidence would
require that it be around 17% by 2015. On the basis of
the approach used here, poverty was already down to
just under 22% in 2002 and thus not too far from the
17% required 11 years hence. Indeed, an examination of
the third and fourth data columns reveals that most
DMCs, including the PRC and Southeast Asian countries
but also South Asian DMCs, comfortably meet the first
MDG target under the assumption that current growth
rates continue and under the two alternative scenarios
for distribution.

The PRC and most of Southeast Asia also meet the
first MDG target if growth rates are low and distribution
is less equal. The Philippines in Southeast Asia, however,
just about meets the target.67 Under the low growth with
less equal distribution scenario, its $1-a-day poverty
rate in 2015 is only 0.6 percentage points below its
target rate. With the exception of Nepal, South Asian
DMCs also meet the MDG target under a low growth
with more equal distribution scenario. With less equal
distribution, however, Bangladesh only just meets the
target.

The Central Asian republics as a region and Mongolia
miss the MDG target under benchmark growth rates and
less equal distribution.68 Mongolia misses the MDG
target even if distribution is more equal but growth is
low. For the Central Asian republics, two issues stand
out. First, with the exception of Azerbaijan, which
meets the MDG target under all of the scenarios for
growth and distribution, countries in that region could
miss the MDG target because of what is probably an

Thus an agnostic approach is adopted. For each
DMC for which more than one survey dataset—and thus
distribution—is available, multiple poverty rates are
estimated by combining a given projected value of the
survey mean in 2015 with every available distribution.
The distribution that yields the lowest poverty rate is
referred to as a “more equal” distribution while the
distribution that yields the highest poverty rate is referred
to as a “less equal” distribution. For example, in the
case of Viet Nam, three survey datasets are available
(Viet Nam Living Standards Survey 1993 and 1998 and
Viet Nam Household Living Standards Survey 2002)
and thus three distinct distributions. Whatever the
projected value of the survey mean may be in 2015,
applying it to each of these three distributions will yield
three distinct values for poverty incidence, since the
distributions vary. Because there are two possible values
of the survey mean in 2015—one based on benchmark
growth rates for GDP per capita and the other based on
low growth rates—the procedure of applying the
projected 2015 survey mean to all the available
distribution data is carried out twice.65
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Table 15 presents the estimates of poverty for the $1-
a-day poverty line for 3 years: 1990, 2002, and 2015.66

An examination of Table 15 reveals several interesting
issues. First, under current growth trends—the
benchmark growth scenario—Asia is well on its way to
meeting the MDG target of halving the proportion of
poor between 1990 and 2015. This is true both for the
region as a whole and for most of the individual DMCs
analyzed. The exceptions are some of the transition
countries, most of which had low or marginal levels of
poverty incidence in 1990. Most DMCs also meet the
MDG target under a low growth scenario. In a few
cases, notably Bangladesh and the Philippines, the target
is just met with less equal distribution. Second, this
overall positive result is so much dependent on events
in the distant future that it becomes instructive to
examine the progress that appears to have been made in
poverty reduction at roughly the half-way mark—i.e.,
the progress made during 1990–2002. Good progress
has certainly been made. But a good share of this
progress stems from the performance of the PRC and
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unfair basis of comparison. Poverty rates were low in
1990 in large part due to the Soviet-era system of
subsidies and transfers. Arguably, these low poverty
rates were unsustainable. As a result, and along with the
trauma resulting from the breakup of the Soviet Union,
even moderate but steady growth may not be enough for
the Central Asian republics to meet the MDG target.
Second, the contrast between poverty under the two
distribution scenarios is especially dramatic for
Uzbekistan. Under both growth scenarios Uzbekistan
meets the MDG target if distribution is more equal,
though (also under both growth scenarios), it misses the
target by a very large degree under the less equal scenario.
In all likelihood, the very adverse distribution that is
underlying this result for the country is a combination
of data quality issues—after all, these countries were
very young in terms of implementing living standard
surveys even toward the end of the 1990s—and the
hazards of undertaking survey work during a period of
tumultuous change. Nevertheless, the figures for
Uzbekistan illustrate an important general point, which
is that even under steady growth, a significant worsening

of distribution can lead to an increase in poverty. Put
differently, these projections are only as good as the
assumptions made about economic growth and
distribution. Where growth turns out weaker and/or
where distribution changes work against the poor, poverty
will be higher than projected.
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The positive results described above are conditional on
future growth and distribution being as assumed in the
calculations. It is therefore of considerable importance
to examine what the actual progress in reducing poverty
may have been at the half-way mark.69 Focusing attention
on the columns pertaining to poverty in 1990 and 2002,
the region- and country-specific breakdowns reveal that
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much of the progress made in reducing the incidence of
poverty between 1990 and 2002 is the result of the
performance of the PRC and Southeast Asia. Indeed as
an examination of the magnitudes of poverty from Table
15 reveals, the PRC accounted for 75% of the decline of
233 million people living in extreme poverty in Asia
between 1990 and 2002. Southeast Asia accounted for a
further decline of around 48 million. Among the countries
of Southeast Asia, large reductions in poverty rates were
fairly broad-based. They occurred not only in more
developed countries, such as Thailand and Indonesia,
but also among the transition countries of the region,
especially Viet Nam, where poverty reduction over the
1990–2002 period appears to have been even more
dramatic than in the PRC in terms of poverty rates.
Indeed, the estimates of Table 15 suggest that several of
the East Asian and Southeast Asian DMCs may have
already achieved the goal of halving $1-a-day poverty
incidence by 2002, namely the PRC, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, and Viet Nam.

The results for South Asia are more varied.
Bangladesh, especially, registered only weak reductions
in the poverty rate. India saw greater reduction in poverty
rates, but a growing population still meant that there
were more poor in absolute terms in 2002 than in
1990.70 More surprisingly, Table 15 reveals that Pakistan
has already achieved the MDG target. As noted in Section
4, however, there is a large discrepancy between the
trends in poverty based on international and national
poverty lines: in stark contrast to the $1-a-day poverty
estimates, those based on national poverty lines show
increasing poverty over the 1990s. Moreover, Pakistan’s
poverty in 2002 may well have been higher than in the
early 1990s (ADB 2002). If poverty trends based on
national poverty lines are the more accurate ones due to
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data quality issues—for example, unrealistic PPP
exchange rates and/or nonrepresentative consumer price
indexes used in updating the $1-a-day poverty line—
then this would mean that Pakistan has not halved poverty
incidence in 2002 and its prospects for meeting the first
MDG would not be as bright as the estimates of Table
15 indicate. In summary, taking into account the various
issues that temper the performance of South Asia in
reducing poverty over the 1990–2002 period, it is clear
that there can be no room for complacency among
policy makers there, especially among the largest
countries.
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In assessing Asia’s prospects for reducing poverty, two
issues must be kept in mind. First, even under the higher
benchmark growth rates and more equal distribution in
Table 15, the number of poor in Asia, and in particular

India, will still be very large in 2015: around 150
million, of whom around 117 million will be in India.
If distribution turns out to be of the less equal variety,
then these two numbers shoot up to 308 million and 172
million, respectively. If, in addition, growth then turns
out to be of the lower type, there would be 429 million
poor in Asia with around 242 million in India. Second,
poverty as defined by the $1-a-day poverty line pertains
to an extremely low standard of living.

Moving to a somewhat more generous poverty line—
$2 a day—poverty will still be a significant problem in
Asia. This is brought out in the numbers presented in
Table 16. Thus while the estimates of Table 15 for Asia
as a whole indicate that the first MDG target would be
met under even the low growth with less equal distribution
scenario, the estimates of Table 16 indicate that if the
first MDG target was based on $2-a-day poverty, Asia
would meet this target only under the most favorable of
the four scenarios considered here (benchmark growth
with more equal distribution).
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Examining the different outcomes based on the
various scenarios at the country level reveals an even
more disturbing finding. Only a handful of DMCs would
be able to meet a redefined $2-a-day MDG target under
all four scenarios considered here (Azerbaijan, PRC,
Kazakhstan, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Viet Nam). For
Southeast Asian DMCs, this result is in sharp contrast to
the situation for the actual target defined in terms of $1
a day—as seen in Table 15, almost every Southeast
Asian DMC is well placed to meet the MDG target under
all four scenarios. Under the $2-a-day definition, however,
the MDG target would be missed by Cambodia and the
Lao PDR under all four scenarios. Indonesia and the
Philippines would meet the redefined target only under
the benchmark growth with more equal distribution
scenario. The situation for South Asia is even worse,
with the notable exception of Sri Lanka: a halving of
1990 $2-a-day poverty by 2015 would not even be
achieved with benchmark growth with more equal
distribution in Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan.
Clearly, the challenge of poverty reduction is one that is
going to remain with Asia for a long time.
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According to the estimates of this theme chapter, almost
690 million people in Asia—or 21.5% of its population—
lived under the $1-a-day poverty line in 2002. On the
basis of a more “generous” poverty line—that of $2 a
day—1.9 billion people, or 60% of Asia’s population,
lived in poverty in 2002. As these numbers indicate,
Asia’s most important challenge is eradicating poverty.
In this context, this chapter has brought together a
discussion of key issues involved in the measurement of
poverty, estimates of poverty in the region, and the
prospects for poverty reduction under various scenarios
for economic growth and its distribution. The focus,
throughout, has been on monetary poverty, which defines
the poor in terms of households’ deprivation in income
or consumption expenditures relative to a particular
standard, or poverty line.

The starting point for this chapter is that reliable
and credible estimates of poverty are a crucial input into
meeting the challenge of poverty reduction. Not only
are poverty estimates vital for the design, implementation,
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and monitoring of antipoverty policies, including targeted
poverty reduction programs, they can also serve as a
useful catalyst for action by focusing attention on the
conditions of the poor. The reliability and credibility of
any poverty estimate, in turn, depend crucially on the
properties of the poverty line being used and the accuracy
with which the distribution of incomes or expenditures
across the population is captured by survey data. While
some DMCs, notably India, have for a long time had in
place a broadly acceptable practice for setting poverty
lines as well as a well-developed technical and
organizational infrastructure for carrying out the required
household surveys, other DMCs, for example, the Lao
PDR, have made excellent strides toward this more
recently.

Nevertheless, measurement-related issues require
attention. An issue that comes up in setting a poverty
line is how to balance the demands for consistency and
specificity. The former requires that a poverty line
represent the same real standard of living for different
subgroups of a population and over time; the latter
makes an allowance for specific characteristics of the
groups or periods under comparison. In some DMCs,
unfortunately, the consistency of poverty lines is in
some question and can make comparisons of poverty
across groups or over time difficult. Given that well-
established procedures exist for setting different types
of poverty lines and that computing power for the
analysis of survey data is both cheap and widely available,
there is little reason for not setting different poverty
lines to serve different purposes. Thus a way out of the
dilemma of consistency versus specificity is simply to
set poverty lines that capture each property independently
and report estimates based on both.

Matters are more complicated when it comes to the
issue of accuracy of the surveys used to measure incomes
and expenditures and their distribution across the
population. In many DMCs, there is a growing divergence
between total incomes and expenditures as computed on
the basis of household surveys and those reported in the
NAS. While there can be no presumption that this
divergence necessarily reflects deficiencies on the part
of household surveys, getting a better understanding of
the divergences is an important task for national statistical
agencies in DMCs. Research is needed on understanding
how the measurement of consumption is affected by the
design of surveys, including the length of reference
periods, and length and detail of questionnaires (among
other things). More research is also needed in determining
how accurately household surveys are capturing relevant
information from the different subgroups of households.
Two types of households are of particular interest. First,
recent migrants and those in informal settlements are

likely to be among the most materially deprived in
urban areas, yet many surveys have a difficult time
capturing them. Second, across many countries, and not
just DMCs, household surveys seem not to be adequately
capturing the incomes or expenditures of the rich. This
may be happening due to underreporting by the rich; it
could also be the result of their refusal to participate in
surveys. While missing out on the first group will very
likely lead to an underestimation of poverty, missing out
on the second leads to an underestimation of the true
extent of inequality.

Clearly, national statistical agencies face various
challenges in measurement. In meeting them, the agencies
need all the technical and financial support they can get,
especially from the international development
community.71 In the meantime, however, the surveys,
with all their deficiencies, still represent probably the
best basis available on which to derive estimates of
poverty and describe the nature of distribution of incomes
and expenditures. This chapter has thus relied on the
surveys for both reporting available estimates of poverty
and deriving them where needed.

Working with these estimates of poverty, this chapter
has highlighted several important features of poverty in
Asia today. First, poverty estimates based on national
poverty lines reveal that, with a few exceptions, the
incidence of poverty in rural areas is almost everywhere
higher than in urban areas. With rural populations
accounting for a large proportion of DMCs, rural poverty
often accounts for two thirds or more of total poverty.
Second, DMCs show a great deal of diversity in the
incidence of poverty. A high incidence of $1-a-day
poverty and a large population mean that South Asia
was home to almost two thirds of Asia’s extremely poor
in 2002. However, the incidence of extreme poverty is
also a significant problem in Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Mongolia, and in some of the Pacific DMCs, afflicting
a fifth or more of these countries’ populations. Incidence
rates tend to be lower in the larger East Asian and
Southeast Asian DMCs—but their large populations imply
that the number of poor in these countries would easily
swamp the entire populations of smaller countries with
higher incidence rates of poverty. Third, poverty remains
a problem even where the incidence of extreme poverty
is low. Moving to a slightly higher poverty line such as
$2 a day—a poverty line close to that found in low-
middle-income countries—a majority of most DMCs’
populations are poor. The incidence rate of $2-a-day
poverty in Indonesia, for example, is almost seven times
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that of $1-a-day poverty and reveals, among other things,
the vulnerability of those who have escaped $1-a-day
poverty.

 The diversity in poverty incidence across DMCs is
matched by a diversity in trends in poverty. As compared
to the period before the breakup of the Soviet Union, for
example, poverty rates today are higher in a number of
the Central Asian republics, largely due to the traumatic
transition from a planned to a market economy. On the
other hand, several East Asian and Southeast Asian
DMCs have seen significant reductions in extreme poverty
over the last decade or so. Viet Nam’s recent experience
with poverty reduction is perhaps the most dramatic.
But large reductions in poverty have taken place fairly
recently in rural PRC, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand—
and even earlier in the Republic of Korea and
Taipei,China. Between these two groups lie most other
DMCs, notably those in South Asia. Apart from Sri
Lanka, where the magnitude of extreme poverty has
been much less than in its neighbors, the substantial
reductions experienced by various East Asian and
Southeast Asian economies have been missing. Poverty
reduction has been perhaps steadiest in India among the
large South Asian countries, but it has been much slower
than in the most dynamic parts of East Asia and Southeast
Asia.

This diversity in trends in poverty is partly reflected
in the finding that a large part of the region’s progress
in reducing poverty is due to progress made in parts of
East Asia and Southeast Asia. Thus, while the estimates
presented here indicate that the number of $1-a-day
poor people in Asia declined by 233 million people
between 1990 and 2002, poverty reduction in the PRC
accounted for almost 174 million of this decline (or
75%) with Southeast Asian countries contributing with
a reduction of around 48 million. Although poverty
rates declined in South Asia, progress has been slow: in
1990, around 448 million South Asians lived in extreme
poverty, but by 2002 this figure was only 14 million
lower.

What of Asia’s prospects for reducing poverty?
These depend on two variables: how incomes and
expenditures grow on average, and how growth in
incomes and expenditures are distributed. On the
assumptions that (i) current rates of economic growth
continue in most DMCs, but decline to more sustainable
levels in the PRC and the Central Asian republics, and
that (ii) distributions are no more unequal than those
experienced in recent years, many DMCs are poised
both to meet the MDG target of halving the 1990
proportion of extremely poor by 2015 and to reduce the
number of people living in extreme poverty. (This

includes the large South Asian DMCs where magnitudes
of poverty are very high.) Allowing growth to be 1
percentage point lower a year does not alter these
conclusions materially. However, if the MDG target of
halving poverty rates had been defined in terms of a $2-
a-day poverty line, Asia’s performance would be much
less impressive. Many DMCs would fail to halve $2-a-
day poverty between 1990 and 2015 under current growth
rates and under the most equitable of distributions
recorded in recent years.

How growth and distribution will actually evolve in
the future is, of course, unknown. While external shocks
can influence these variables in significant ways, in the
final analysis it is policy makers in DMCs who will play
the crucial role in deciding the fate of their poor. Rapid
reductions in poverty among DMCs have virtually always
taken place in the context of rapid economic growth.
Thus policies that generate high, sustainable growth
must be a key focus of poverty reduction strategies for
the region’s policy makers. At the same time, however,
a given amount of growth can have various impacts on
poverty reduction. First, a given amount of growth in
the context of high levels of inequality will lead to less
poverty reduction than if inequality were lower to begin
with. For example, where poor health and illiteracy
have led to weak participation by the poor in more
remunerative economic activities, they will also limit
the extent to which the poor can benefit from the
opportunities thrown up by future growth. The case of
a peasant farmer with only a small parcel of land to
work on, limited access to credit, and rural infrastructure
inputs is much the same. Although policy makers today
cannot do anything about the inequalities of the past,
they are in a position to make sure that initial conditions
in the future are improved. At a bare minimum, they
must make every effort to ensure that targeted poverty
reduction programs and budget transfers reach those in
greatest need, and provide the poor with the basic social
services without which they would be hard-pressed to
tap into any economic opportunities that may be
generated.

Second, the effects of growth on poverty will also
depend on how inequality evolves with growth. Of
particular importance in this context is the sector and
geographic composition of growth. While migration,
trade, and transfers all link rural poverty to developments
in the urban sectors, research has shown that the growth
of economic opportunities in rural areas has an important
impact on poverty. Raising agricultural incomes is
particularly important not only for its direct impact on
the well-being of farmers but also for the multiplier
effects it has on opportunities for engaging in rural
nonfarm activities. From the perspective of poverty
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reduction, therefore, careful attention needs to be paid
to public investments in strengthening rural infrastructure,
agricultural research and extension services, and basic
education and health care. Such investments, along with
appropriate pricing policies and institutional arrangements
for marketing and distributing production inputs and
outputs, are likely to provide for growth that is more
balanced across sectors and locations than has been the
case in many DMCs of late. This would include the
PRC, which had an excellent record of poverty reduction
in the 1980s and 1990s, but which has shown relatively

slow poverty reduction in the western and central regions
in recent years. Attention to the rural economy does not
mean that modern industry and services have no role in
poverty reduction. The experience of Asia’s most dynamic
economies has shown how industrialization can create
significant opportunities for workers and thereby
contribute to poverty reduction. Another key task for
policy makers is therefore to ensure that trade, industrial,
and labor market policies work together to make it
profitable for private capital to flow to labor-intensive
sectors and for firms to employ labor intensively.
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